


AN EXPLANATORY GLOSSARY OF 
CERTAIN WORDS, TERMS AND PHRASES 

USED IN BULLFIGHTING

A
Abanico: spread like a fan.
Abano: a bull which comes out in a cowardly way, refusing to

charge, but may improve under punishment.
Abierto de cuerna: wide horned.
Abrir-el-Toro: to take the bull out into the ring away from the bar-

rera.
Aburrimiento: boredom, the predominant sensation at a bad bull-

fight. Can be alleviated slightly by cold beer. Unless beer is very
cold the aburrimiento increases.

Acero: the steel. A common word for the sword.
Acometida: the charge of the bull.
Acornear: goring with the horn.
Acosar: part of the testing of young bulls on the ranch. The horse-

man cuts the young bull or calf out of the herd, pursues him until
he turns at bay and charges.

Acoson: when the bullfighter is closely pursued by the bull.
Acostarse: a tendency in the bull to come closer to the bullfighter on

one side or the other when charging. If the bull cuts in close on
one side the bullfighter must give him room on that side or he
will be caught.

Achuchón: the bull bumping the man in passing.
Adentro: the part of the ring between the bull and the barrera.
Adorno: any useless or flowery theatricality performed by the bull-

fighter to show his domination over the bull. They may be in
good or bad taste varying from kneeling with the back toward
the animal to hanging the straw hat of a spectator on the bull’s
horn. The worst adorno I ever saw performed was by Antonio
Marquez who bit the bull’s horn. The finest was by Rafael El
Gallo who placed four pairs of banderillas in the bull and later,
very delicately, in the pauses he gave the bull to refresh him while



working with the muleta, extracted the banderillas one at a time.
Afición: love of bullfights. It also means the entire bull ring public,

but is usually used in this generic sense to denote the most intelli-
gent part of the public.

Aficionado: one who understands bullfights in general and in detail
and still cares for them.

Afueros: the part of the ring between the bull and the centre of the
ring.

Aguantar: a method of killing the bull with sword and muleta in
which, if the bull charges unexpectedly while the matador is pro-
filed and is furling his muleta, the matador awaits him as he
stands, guides him past with the muleta held low in the left hand
while with his right hand he puts in the sword. Nine out of ten of
the killings in this form that I have seen turn out badly since the
matador will not wait for the bull to get close enough to place the
sword properly, but lets the blade slip into the neck which can be
reached by the man practically without exposition.

Aguja: agujas or needles are one of the names for the bull’s horns. It
also means the top forward ribs beside the shoulder blades.

Ahondar el estoque: to push the sword farther in after it has been
already placed. This is often attempted by the sword handler
when the bull is close to the barrera if the matador is showing
himself unable to kill the bull. It is sometimes accomplished by
the banderilleros throwing a cape over the sword and pulling
down on it.

Ahormar la cabeza: getting the bull’s head in correct position for
killing. The matador should accomplish this by his work with the
muleta. He brings it down with low passes and up with high, but
sometimes a few high passes will bring down a head held too
high by making the bull stretch his neck so high that he tires it. If
the matador cannot bring the bull’s head up a banderillero will
usually raise it with a few upward flops of a cape. Whether the
matador will have much or little regulating to do depends on the
manner in which the bull has been treated by the picadors and
how the banderillas have been placed.

Aire: the wind; worst enemy of the bullfighter. Capes and muletas are
wet and scuffed into the sand to make them more manageable in
wind. They cannot be made much heavier than the cloth is natu-
rally or they will deaden the bullfighter’s wrist and if there is
enough wind the man could not hold them. The cape or muleta



may at any time be blown clear of the man so that he will have
the bull on top of him. In each fight there is some part of the ring
where the wind is least strong and the bullfighter should find that
lee and do all his fancy work with cape and muleta there if possi-
ble, if the bull can be worked with in that section of the ring.

Al Alimón: a very silly pass in which two men each hold one end of
the cape and the bull passes under the cape between them. There
is no danger in this pass and you will only see it used in France or
where the public is very naïve.

Alegrar al Toro: to rouse the bull’s attention when he has become
logy.

Alegria: lightheartedness, in bullfighting; a graceful, picturesque
Sevillian style as opposed to the classical tragic manner of the
Ronda school.

Alguacil: a mounted bailiff under the orders of the president who
rides at the head of the bullfighters in the entry or Paseo wearing
a costume of the reign of Philip II, receives the key of the toril
from the president and during the bullfight transmits any orders
of the president to those engaged in the bullfight. These orders
are usually given by a speaking tube which connects the presi-
dent’s box with the runway between the ring and the seats. There
are ordinarily two alguacils at each bullfight.

Alternativa: is the formal envesture of an apprentice matador or
matador de novillos as a full matador de toros. It consists in the
senior matador of the fight giving up his right to kill the first bull
and signifying it by presenting muleta and sword to the bull-
fighter who is alternating for the first time in the killing of bulls
with full matadors de toros. The ceremony takes place when the
trumpet sounds for the death of the first bull. The man who is
being initiated as a matador goes out with a fighting cape over his
arm to meet the senior matador who gives him the sword and
muleta, and receives the cape. They shake hands and the new
matador kills the first bull. On the second bull he returns sword
and muleta to his sponsor who then kills that animal. After that
they alternate in the usual manner, the fourth bull being killed by
the senior, the fifth by the next in seniority and the new matador
killing the last one. Once he has taken the alternativa in Spain his
ranking as a formal matador is valid in all bull rings in the penin-
sula except Madrid. On his first presentation in Madrid after a
provincial alternativa the ceremony must be repeated. Alternati-



vas given in Mexico or South America are not recognized in
Spain until confirmed in the provinces and Madrid.

Alto: a pase por alto is a pass in which the bull passes under the
muleta.

Alto (en todo lo): a sword thrust or estocada placed properly high up
between the shoulder blades.

Ambos: both; ambos manos, both hands.
Amor propio: amour propre, self-respect, a rare thing in modern

bullfighters especially after their first successful season or when
they have fifty or sixty engagements ahead of them.

Anda: go on! You will hear this frequently shouted at picadors who
are reluctant to approach the bull.

Andanada: the high cheap seats on the sunny side of the ring which
correspond in position to the boxes on the shady side.

Anillo: the bull ring. Also the ring at the base of the horn by which
the bull’s age can be told. The first ring means three years. There
is a ring thereafter for each year.

Anojo: a yearling bull.
Apartado: the sorting of the bulls usually at noon before the fight,

separating them and putting them in the pens in the order in
which it has been decided they are to be fought.

Aplomado: the heavy or leaden state the bull is often in toward the
end of the fight.

Apoderado: bullfighter’s representative or manager. Unlike the man-
agers of boxers they rarely get more than 5 per cent for each fight
they sign for their matador.

Apodo: the professional nick-name of a bullfighter.
Aprovechar: to take advantage of and profit by the good bull a mata-

dor has drawn. The worst a matador can do is not to make the
most of an easy and noble bull in order to perform brilliantly. He
will get many more difficult bulls than good ones and if he does
not aprovechar good bulls to do his utmost the crowd is much
more severe than if he had been really poor with a difficult bull.

Apurado: a bull worn out and empty of force through being badly
fought.

Arena: the sand which covers the ring.
Arenero: a bull ring servant who flattens out the sand after each bull

has been killed and drawn out.
Armarse: when the matador furls the muleta, and sights along the

sword, which should form a continuous line with his face and
arm preparatory to killing.



Arrancada: another name for the bull’s charge.
Arrastre: the dragging out by a trio of mules or horses of the dead

horses and the body of the bull after each bull has been killed.
The horses are taken out first. If the bull has been exceptionally
brave the crowd applauds him very much. He is sometimes given
a tour of the ring as he is dragged out.

Arreglar los pies: to make the bull put his front feet together before
going in to kill. If one foot is in front of the other one shoulder
blade will be farther forward than the other, closing the opening
between the shoulder blades into which the sword must go or
greatly reducing its opening.

Arrimar: to work close to the bull. If the matadors arriman al toro it
will be a good bullfight. The boredom comes when they see how
far away they can work from the bull’s horns.

Asiento: seat.
Astas: bayonets—another synonym for the horn.
Astifino: a bull with thin sharp horns.
Astillado: a bull with the ends of one or both of his horns splintered,

usually from battering against his cage or charging in the corral
when unloaded. Such horns make the worst wounds.

Atrás: to the rear; backwards.
Atravesada: crosswise—a sword thrust that goes in on the bias so

that the point of the sword comes out through the skin of the
bull’s flank. Such a thrust, unless the bull obviously deviated in
his charge, shows that the man did not go in straight at the
moment of killing.

Atronar: a stroke with the point of the puntilla or dagger between the
cervical vertebræ given from behind when the bull is on the
ground mortally wounded which severs the spinal marrow and
kills the animal instantly. This coup de grâce is given by the pun-
tillero, one of the banderilleros, who pulls an oilcloth sleeve over
his right arm to save his clothes from blood before he approaches
the bull. When the bull is on his feet and this same thrust is given
from in front by the matador, either armed with a special sword
with a straight, stiff point, or with the puntilla, it is called a
descabello.

Avíos de matar: the tools for killing, i.e., sword and muleta.
Aviso: a warning given by a bugle at the signal of the president to a

matador whose bull is still alive ten minutes after the man has
gone out to kill with sword and muleta. The second aviso comes
three minutes after the first and the third and final aviso is given



two minutes later. At the third aviso the matador is compelled to
retire to the barrera and the steers, which are held in readiness
after the first warning, come into the ring and take the bull out
alive. There is a large clock displayed in all of the more important
rings in order that the spectators may keep track of the time the
matador takes for his work.

Ayudada: pass in which the point of the sword is pricked into the
cloth of the muleta to spread the serge; the muleta thus being
referred to as being aided by the sword.

Ayuntamiento: the city hall or municipal government in Spanish
towns. A box is reserved for the ayuntamiento in Spanish bull
rings.

B
Bajo: low. A low pic is one which is placed on the side of the neck

near the shoulder blades. A sword thrust into the right side any-
where below the top of the shoulder blades and forward on the
neck is also called bajo.

Bajonazo: is usually a deliberate sword thrust into the neck or lower
part of the shoulder by a matador who seeks to kill the bull with-
out exposing himself. In a bajonazo the matador seeks to cut
arteries or veins in the neck or to reach the lungs with the sword.
By such a thrust he assassinates the bull without having gone in
and passed the horn with his body.

Banderilla: a rounded dowel, seventy centimetres long, wrapped in
colored paper, with a harpoon shaped steel point, placed in pairs
in the withers of the bull in the second act of the bullfight; the
prong of the harpoon catching under the skin. They should be
placed high on the very top of the withers and close together.

Banderillas cortas: short banderillas only twenty-five centimetres
long. Seldom used now.

Banderillas de fuego: banderillas with firecrackers along their shafts
which are placed in bulls which have not charged the picadors in
order that the explosion of the powder may make the bull jump,
toss his head, and tire his neck muscles; the object sought in the
encounter with the picador which the bull has refused.

Banderillas de lujas: heavily ornamented banderillas used in benefit
performances. Hard to place because of their weight and awk-
wardness.

Banderillero: bullfighter under the orders of the matador and paid by
him, who helps run the bull with the cape and places banderillas.



Each matador employs four banderilleros who are sometimes
called peones. They were once called chulos, but that term is no
longer used. Banderilleros make from 150 to 250 pesetas a fight.
They take turns placing the banderillas, two of them placing
them on one bull and the other two on the next. When travelling
their expenses, except wine, coffee and tobacco, are paid by the
matador, who, in turn, collects them from the promoter.

Barbas—El Barbas: fighters’ slang term for the big mature bulls,
which at four and a half years old will dress out three hundred
and twenty kilos of meat with horns, head, hoofs and hide gone,
know how to use their horns when alive and make the bullfight-
ers earn their money.

Barrenar: pushing on the sword by the matador after he has gone in
to kill and is coming along the flank after having passed the bull’s
horn. Once he is past the horn he may push on the sword without
danger.

Barrera: the red painted wooden fence around the sanded ring in
which the bull is fought. The first row of seats are also called bar-
reras.

Basto: heavy on the feet, lacking in grace, art and agility.
Batacazo: a heavy fall by a picador.
Becerrada: benefit performance by amateurs or apprentice bullfight-

ers in which bulls too young to be dangerous are used.
Becerro: a calf.
Bicho: bug or insect. A slang name for the bull.
Billetes: tickets to the bullfight. NO HAY BILLETES—a sign at the

ticket window meaning all tickets sold; the promoter’s dream.
But the waiter at the café can nearly always get you one if you
will pay scalper’s prices.

Bisco: a bull with one horn lower than the other.
Blando: a bull which cannot stand punishment.
Blandos: meat without bone. An estocada is said to be in the blandos

when the sword went in easily in the proper place without hitting
bone.

Bota: individual wine skin, called gourd by the English. These are
thrown into the ring by their exalted owners in the north of Spain
as an ovation to a bullfighter who is making a tour of the ring.
The triumphant fighter is supposed to take a drink and throw the
wine skin back. The bullfighters dislike this practice very much as
the wine is liable, if any spills, to spot their expensive frilled shirt
fronts.



Botella: a bottle; these are thrown into the ring by savages, drunks
and exalted spectators to express their disapproval.

Botellazo: a stroke on the head with a bottle; avoided by not arguing
with drunks.

Boyante: an easy bull to work with and one which follows the cloth
well and charges bravely and frankly.

Bravo—Toros Bravos: brave and savage bulls.
Bravucón: a bull who bluffs and is not really brave.
Brazuelo: the upper part of the foreleg. The bull can be lamed and

ruined for the fight by the picadors wounding him in the tendons
of the brazuelo.

Brega: the routine work that must be accomplished with each bull
fought up to and including the killing.

Brindis: the formal salute or dedication of the bull to the president or
to any individual made by the matador before going out to kill.
The salute to the president is obligatory in the first bull each
matador kills in an afternoon. After saluting the president he may
dedicate the bull to any high governmental authority present at
the corrida, any distinguished spectator, or a friend. When the
matador dedicates or toasts a bull to an individual he throws up
his hat at the conclusion of the toast and the person honored
keeps the hat until the bull has been killed. After the bull is dead
the matador comes back for the hat which is thrown down with
the card of the man who has held it or some gift in it if the man
has come prepared to be dedicated to. The gift is obligatory by
etiquette unless the dedication is between friends in the same pro-
fession.

Brío: brilliance and vivacity.
Bronca: a noisy protest of disapproval.
Bronco: a bull that is savage, nervous, uncertain and difficult.
Buey: steer or ox; or a bull which is heavy and oxlike in his actions.
Bulto: bundle; the man rather than the cloth. A bull that makes for

the bundle is one that pays no attention to the cape or muleta no
matter how well managed, but goes after the man instead. A bull
that does this nearly always has been fought before either on the
ranch as a calf or, contrary to the regulations, has appeared in
some village ring without being killed.

Burladero: a shelter of planks set close together and a little out from
the corral or barrera behind which the bullfighters and herders
can dodge if pursued.



Burriciegos: bulls with defective vision. Either far-sighted, near-
sighted or simply hazy visioned. Near-sighted bulls can be fought
well by a bullfighter who is not afraid to get close and by turning
with the bull keep him from losing sight of the lure when he
turns. Far-sighted bulls are very dangerous since they will charge
suddenly and with great speed from an abnormal distance at the
largest object that attracts their attention. Hazy-visioned bulls,
often caused by their eyes becoming congested during the fight,
when the bull is overweight and the day is hot, or, from driving
into and scattering the visceral content of a horse over them, are
almost impossible to do any brilliant work with.

C
Caballero en Plaza: a Portuguese or Spanish mounted bullfighter rid-

ing trained, blooded horses who, aided by one or more men on
foot with capes who help place the bull for him, puts in banderil-
las with either one or both hands and kills the bull with a javelin
from on horseback. These riders are also called rejoneadores
from the rejón or javelin they use. These are razor-sharp, narrow,
dagger-shaped lance points which are on a shaft which has been
partially cut through to weaken it so that the point can be driven
in by a straight thrust and the long shaft then broken off in order
that the point will remain in the wound sinking deeper as the bull
tosses his head and often killing him from what seems a slight
thrust. The equestrian ability required for this form of bullfight-
ing is very great and the manœuvres are complicated and diffi-
cult, but after you have seen it a few times, it lacks the appeal of
the ordinary bullfight since the man undergoes no danger. It is the
horse that takes the risks, not the rider; since the horse is in
motion whenever he approaches the bull and any wound he may
receive through his rider’s lack of judgment or skill will not be of
a sort to bring him to the ground and expose the rider. The bull
too is bled and rapidly exhausted by the deep lance wounds
which are often made in the forbidden territory of the neck. Also
since the horse, after the first twenty yards, can always outdis-
tance the bull it becomes a chase of an animal of superior speed
by one less fast in the course of which the pursuing animal is
stabbed from horseback. This is altogether opposed to the theory
of the bullfight on foot in which the bullfighter is supposed to
stand his ground while the bull attacks him and deceive the ani-



mal by a movement of a cloth held in his arms. In bullfighting on
horseback the man uses the horse as a lure to draw the bull’s
charge, often approaching the bull from the rear, but the lure is
always in motion and I find the business, the more I see of it, very
dull. The horsemanship is always admirable, and the degree of
training of the horses amazing, but the whole thing is closer to
the circus than it is to formal bullfighting.

Caballo: horse. Picadors’ horses are also called pencos or more liter-
arily rocinantes and a variety of names which correspond to our
calling poor race horses, skins, skates, dogs, etc.

Cabestros: the trained steers used in handling fighting bulls. The
older and more experienced these are the greater their value and
usefulness.

Cabeza: head.
Cabeza á rabo: a pase in which the bull passes his entire length under

the muleta from head to tail.
Cabezada: a toss of the head.
Cachete: another name for the despatching of the bull with the pun-

tilla once he has gone to the ground.
Cachetero: one who gives the coup de grâce with the puntilla.
Caída: fall of a picador when his horse is knocked over by the bull.

Sword thrusts which are placed lower toward the neck than they
should be without being intentionally bajonazos are also called
caída.

Calle: street; the worst bullfighters are usually the ones seen most
constantly on the street. It is implied in Spain that some one seen
always on the street has no better place to go or, if he has, is
unwelcome there.

Callejón: the passage way between the wooden fence or barrera
which surrounds the ring and the first row of seats.

Cambio: change. A pase with the cape or muleta in which the bull-
fighter after taking the bull’s charge into the cloth changes the
animal’s direction with a movement of the cloth so that where the
animal would have passed to one side of the man he is made to
pass on the other side. The muleta may also be changed from one
hand to the other in a cambio, doubling the bull on himself to fix
him in place. Sometimes the man will change the muleta from
hand to hand behind his back. This is merely ornamental and
without effect on the bull. The cambio in banderillas is a feint
made by the body to change the bull’s direction; it has been fully
described in the text.



Camelo: fake; a bullfighter who by tricks tries to appear to work
close to the bull while in reality never taking any chances.

Campo: the country. Faenas del campo are all the operations in the
breeding, branding, testing, herding, selecting, caging and ship-
ping of the bulls from the ranches.

Capa or capote: the cape used in bullfighting. Shaped like the capes
commonly worn in Spain in the winter, it is usually made of raw
silk on one side and percale on the other, heavy, stiff and rein-
forced in the collar, cerise colored on the outside and yellow on
the inner side. A good fighting cape costs 250 pesetas. They are
heavy to hold and at the lower extremities small corks have been
stitched into the cloth of the capes the matadors use. These the
matador holds in his hands when he lifts the lower ends of 
the cape and gathers them together for handholds when swinging
the cape with both hands.

Caparacón: the mattresslike covering for the chest and belly of a pic-
ador’s horse.

Capea: informal bullfights or bull baitings in village squares in which
amateurs and aspirant bullfighters take part. Also a parody of the
formal bullfight given in parts of France or where the killing of
the bull is prohibited in which no picadors are used and the
killing of the bull is simulated.

Capilla: the chapel in the bull ring where the bullfighters may pray
before entering the ring.

Capote de brega: the fighting cape as above described.
Capote de paseo: the luxurious cape the bullfighter wears into the

ring. These are heavily brocaded with gold or silver and cost
from fifteen hundred to five thousand pesetas.

Cargar la suerte: the first movement of the arms made by the mata-
dor when the bull reaches the cloth to move the lure ahead of the
bull and send him away from the man.

Carpintero: bull ring carpenter who waits in the callejón ready to
repair any damage to the barrera or gates of the ring.

Carril: a rut, furrow or railway track; a carril in bullfighting is a bull
that charges perfectly straight as though coming down a groove
or mounted on rails, permitting the utmost in brilliance to the
matador.

Cartel: the composed programme for a bullfight. May also mean the
amount of popularity a bullfighter has in any determined locality.
For instance, you ask a friend in the business, “What cartel have
you in Malaga?” “Wonderful; in Malaga no one has more cartel



than me. My cartel is unmeasurable.” As a matter of record on
his last appearance in Malaga he may have been chased out of the
city by angry and disappointed customers.

Carteles: the posters announcing a bullfight.
Castigaderas: the long poles used from above in herding and sorting

the bulls into the various runways and passages of the corrals
when placing them in their compartments before the fight.

Castoreno: or beavers: the wide hats with pompons at the side worn
by the picador.

Cazar: to kill the bull deceitfully and treacherously with the sword
without the man allowing his body to come close to the horn.

Ceñido: close to the bull.
Ceñirse: to close in on. Applied to the bull it means those which pass

as close to the man as he will permit, gaining a little ground each
attack. The man is said to ciñe when he works very close to the
animal.

Cerca: close; as in close to the horns.
Cerrar: to shut in. Cerrar el toro: to bring the bull close into the bar-

rera; the opposite of Abrir. The bullfighter is called encerrado en
Tablas when he has provoked the charge of the bull close to the
barrera so that the bull cuts off his retreat on one side and the
barrera cuts it on the other.

Cerveza: beer; there is good draft beer almost anywhere in Madrid,
but the best is found at the Cervezeria Alvarez in the calle Victo-
ria. Draft beer is served in pint glasses which are called dobles or
in half-pint glasses called cañas, cañitas or medias. The Madrid
breweries were founded by Germans and the beer is the best any-
where on the continent outside of Germany and Czecho-Slova-
kia. The best bottled beer in Madrid is the Aguilar. In the
provinces good beer is brewed in Santander, the Cruz Blanca, and
in San Sebastian. In the latter town the best beer I have drunk has
been at the Café de Madrid, Café de la Marina, and Café Kutz. In
Valencia the best draft beer I have ever drunk has been at the
Hotel Valencia where it is served ice cold in large glass pitchers.
The food at this hotel, which has only very modest accommoda-
tions as to rooms, is superb. In Pamplona the finest beer is at the
Café Kutz and the Café Iruña. The beer at the other cafés can not
be recommended. I have drunk excellent draft beer in Palencia,
Vigo and La Coruña, but have never encountered good draft beer
in any very small Spanish town.

Cerviguillo: the high part of the bull’s neck where the hump of mus-



cle forms the so-called morillo or erective muscular crest of the
neck.

Chato: snub nosed.
Chico: small; also means youngster. The younger brothers of bull-

fighters are usually referred to by the family name or professional
name with Chico appended as: Armillita Chico, Amoros Chico,
etc.

Chicuelinas: a pass with the cape invented by Manuel Jiminez
“Chicuelo.” The man offers the cape to the bull and when the
bull has charged and is past, the man, while the bull turns, makes
a pirouette in which the cape wraps itself around him. At the con-
clusion of the pirouette he is facing the bull ready to make
another pass.

Chiquero: the closed stalls in which the bulls await their entrance
into the ring.

Choto: a calf which is still nursing; term of contempt to describe
under-aged and undersized bulls.

Citar: challenging the bull’s attention to provoke a charge.
Clarines: the trumpets that give the signals at the president’s orders to

announce the different changes in the fight.
Claro: a bull that is simple and easy to work with.
Cobarde: a cowardly bull or bullfighter.
Cobrar: to collect; el mano de cobrar is the right hand.
Cogida: the tossing of a man by the bull; means literally the catching;

if the bull catches he tosses.
Cojo: lame; a bull which comes into the ring lame may be retired.

The spectators will commence to shout “Cojo” as soon as they
perceive the lameness.

Cojones: testicles; a valorous bullfighter is said to be plentifully
equipped with these. In a cowardly bullfighter they are said to be
absent. Those of the bull are called criadillas and prepared in any
of the ways sweetbreads are usually cooked they are a great deli-
cacy. During the killing of the fifth bull the criadillas of the first
bull were sometimes served in the royal box. Primo de Rivera
was so fond of interlarding his discourse with reference to manly
virtues that he was said to have eaten so many criadillas that they
had gone to his brain.

Cola: the bull’s tail; usually called rabo. Cola may also mean the line
in front of a ticket window.

Colada: the instant in which the bullfighter finds his position unten-
able when through mismanagement of the cloth or through the



bull paying no attention to it or abandoning it to seek the man,
the man must save himself from the charge as best he can.

Coleando: hanging onto the bull’s tail, twisting it toward his head.
This gives great pain to the bull and often damages his spinal col-
umn. It is only permissible when the bull is goring, or trying to
gore a man on the ground.

Coleta: the short, tightly braided, curved pigtail worn at the back of
the head by the bullfighter to attach the mona, a black sort of
hollow, dull, silk-covered button about twice the size of a silver
dollar which supports the hat. Bullfighters formerly all wore this
tress of hair pinned forward on their head out of sight when not
fighting. Now they have found that they can attach both mona
and a made-up coleta at the same time by a clasp to the hair at
the back of their heads when dressing for the ring. You only see
the pigtail now, once the caste mark of all bullfighters, on the
heads of young aspirant fighters in the provinces.

Colocar: to place; a man is bien colocado when he places himself cor-
rectly in the ring for all the different acts of the bullfight. It is also
used when speaking of the placing of the sword, the pic and the
banderillas in the bull. A bullfighter is also said to be bien colo-
cado when he has finally arrived at a recognized position in his
profession.

Compuesto: composed; holding his figure straight while the bull
charges.

Confianza: self-confidence; peón de confianza—confidential bander-
illero who represents and may even advise the matador.

Confiar: to become confident and sure of himself with a bull.
Conocedor: a professional overseer of the fighting bulls on a

breeder’s estates.
Consentirse: to get very close to the bull with the body or lure in

order to force a charge and then keep close and keep the bull
charging.

Contrabarrera: second row of seats at the bull ring.
Contratas: contracts signed by bullfighters.
Contratista de Caballos: horse contractor; furnishes horses for a fight

for a fixed sum.
Cornada: a horn wound; a real wound as distinct from a varetazo or

bruising scratch. A cornada de caballo is a huge cornada, the
same sort of wound in a man that the bull usually makes in the
chest of a horse.

Cornalón: bull with exceptionally large horns.



Corniabierto: exceptionally wide horned.
Corniavacado: cowhorned. Bull in which the horns turn up and

back.
Cornicorto: shorthorned.
Cornigacho: bull with low horns coming quite straight forward.
Corniveleto: high straight horns.
Corral: enclosure adjoining the ring in which the bulls are kept

immediately before they are to be fought. Provided with feed-
boxes, salt and fresh water.

Correr: to run; used to denote the running of the bull by the bande-
rillero when the animal first enters the ring.

Corrida or Corrida de Toros: the Spanish bullfight.
Corrida de Novillos Toros: fight in which young or big but defective

bulls are used.
Corta: short, an estocada in which the sword goes in a little more

than half way.
Cortar: to cut; bullfighters often sustain slight cuts on the hands with

the sword when managing sword and muleta. Cortar la oreja—to
cut the bull’s ear. Cortar la coleta—to cut the pigtail or retire.

Cortar terreno: the bull is said to cut in on the terrain of the bull-
fighter when after the man has provoked a charge and is running
toward and across the line of the bull’s charge to place the ban-
derillas, say, at the point where their two courses will meet, the
bull changes his direction while charging in order to cut in
toward the man; gaining ground by running sideways.

Corto (torero corto): matador with a limited repertoire.
Corto—vestido de corto: wearing the short jacket of the Andalucian

bull herders. Bullfighters formerly dressed in their costume when
not in the ring.

Crecer: to increase; a bull that increases in bravery under punish-
ment.

Cruz: the cross. Where the line of the top of the bull’s shoulder
blades would cross the spine. The place the sword should go in if
the matador kills perfectly. The cruz is also the crossing of the
sword arm over the arm that holds the lowered muleta as the
matador goes in to kill. He is said to cross well when his left
hand manages the cloth so that it moves low and well out accen-
tuating the cross made with the other arm thus getting well rid of
the bull as the man follows the sword in. Fernando Gomez,
father of the Gallos, is supposed first to have remarked that the
bullfighter who does not cross in this way belongs to the devil at



once. Another saying is that the first time you do not cross is
your first trip to the hospital.

Cuadrar: squaring the bull for killing; both front and hind feet
together and the head neither too high nor too low. In banderi-
llas: the moment when the bull lowers his head to hook and the
man puts his feet together, his hands together and sinks the shafts
into the bull.

Cuadrilla: the troupe of bullfighters under the orders of a matador
including picadors and banderilleros one of whom acts as pun-
tillero.

Cuarteo: the most common form of placing banderillas, described in
the text; a feint with the body or dodging motion used to avoid
going in straight toward the bull when killing.

Cuidado: watch out! when it is an ejaculation. When applied to the
bull as a descriptive term means one who has learned in the
course of the fight and become dangerous.

Cuidando la línea: looking after the line; taking care that his move-
ments shall be æsthetically graceful while working with the bull.

Cumbre: summit; torero cumbre: the very best possible; faena cum-
bre: the absolute top in work with the muleta.

Cuna: the cradle formed on the bull’s head between the bull’s horns.
The one temporary refuge of a man whose position has become
hopelessly compromised.

D
Defenderse: to defend; a bull is said to defend himself when he

refuses to charge but pays close attention to everything and gores
at anything that comes close to him.

Dehesa: pasture land.
Déjalo: leave him alone! Let him be! Shouted by the bullfighter to his

peones when they have the bull correctly placed or when the
matador wishes the bull left alone and not tired any more by the
capes.

Delantal: a pass with the cape invented by Chicuelo in which the
cape is swung in front of the man so that it billows out like an
apron on a pregnant woman in a breeze.

Delantera de tendido: third row of seats at the ringside behind con-
tra-barrera and barrera. Delantera de grada: first row of seats in
gallery.

Delantero: a pair of banderillas or estocade placed too far forward.
Derecho: straight; mano derecha: the right hand.



Derramar la vista: scattering the vision; a bull which fixes his sight
rapidly on a number of different objects before suddenly fixing
on one and charging.

Derrame: hemorrhage, from the mouth usually; always, if the blood
is bright or frothy, a sign that the sword has been badly placed
and has entered the lungs. A bull may bleed from the mouth
when he has been stuck properly, but it is very rare.

Derribar: to knock over; the riding after young bulls on the ranch by
a man armed with a long pole with which, while both bull and
horse are galloping, the man upsets the bull by placing the point
of the pole near the root of the tail and throwing the animal off
balance so that it falls to the ground.

Derrote: high-chopping motion of the bull’s horns.
Desarmar: to disarm the matador by loss of his muleta either through

the horn catching in it and the bull tossing it away or through the
bull deliberately chopping upward with his horns as the man
comes in to kill.

Desarrollador: where the bulls are dressed out and the meat
butchered after the fight.

Descabellar: to descabello or kill the bull from in front after he has
been mortally wounded through an estocade by driving the point
of the sword between the base of the skull and the first vertebra
so that the spinal cord is severed. This is a coup de grâce admin-
istered by the matador while the bull is still on his feet. If the bull
is nearly dead and carries his head low, the stroke is not difficult
since with the head nearly to the ground the space between the
vertebra and the skull will be open. However, many matadors
not caring to risk going in and passing the horn again if they
have administered one estocade, whether mortal or not, try to
descabello while the bull is in no sense nearly dead and, since the
animal must then be tricked into lowering his head and may
chop up with it as he sees or feels the sword, the descabello then
becomes difficult and dangerous. It is dangerous both for specta-
tors and matador since the bull with an upward chop of his head
will often send the sword thirty or more feet into the air. Swords
tossed in this way by bulls have frequently killed spectators in
Spanish rings. A Cuban visitor at Biarritz was killed a few years
ago in the bull ring at Bayonne, France, by a sword with which
Antonio Marquéz was attempting to descabello. Marquéz was
tried for manslaughter but was acquitted. In 1930 a spectator
was killed by a tossed sword in Tolosa, Spain, the matador



engaged in descabelloing being Manolo Martinez. The sword,
entering the man’s back, pierced his body completely and was
withdrawn with difficulty by two men, both of whom cut their
hands badly on the blade. The practice of attempting to desca-
bello on a bull which is still strong and requires another estocade
to kill or wound him mortally is one of the worst and most
shameful practices of modern bullfighting. Most of the scan-
dalous and shameful disasters suffered by bullfighters subject to
attacks of cowardice such as Cagancho, Niño de la Palma and
Chicuelo have been due to their trying to descabellar a bull
which was in a state to defend itself against this stroke. In the
proper way of descabelloing the muleta is held low on the
ground to force the bull to lower his muzzle. The matador may
prick the bull’s muzzle either with the point of the muleta or with
the sword to force him to lower it. When the point of the sword
used in this thrust, the blade of which is straight and stiff rather
than curved down in the usual way, is properly placed, it strikes
and severs the spinal marrow and the bull falls as suddenly as
light goes off when a button is turned to extinguish an electric
light.

Descansar: to rest; the descanso is the intermission between the third
and fourth bulls which occurs in some bull rings while the ring is
being sprinkled and smoothed. A man may also rest the bull a
moment between two series of passes while passing him with the
muleta if he finds the bull is winded.

Descompuesto: gone to pieces nervously.
Desconfiado: worried or lacking in confidence.
Descordando: an estocade or sword thrust which accidentally going

between two vertebræ cuts the spinal cord and brings the bull
down instantly. This is not to be confused with the descabello or
the puntilla stroke which cuts the spinal marrow deliberately.

Descubrirse: to uncover; in the bull to lower the head well so that the
part where the sword is to enter is easily reached. In the man, to
leave himself uncovered by the cloth when working with the bull.

Desgarradura: a torn rip in the hide of the bull made by an unskillful
or conscienceless picador.

Desigual: a bullfighter whose performances are not consistent; bril-
liant one day and boring the next.

Despedida: the farewell performance of a bullfighter; not to be taken
any more seriously than that of a singer. The actual final perfor-



mances of bullfighters are usually very poor affairs since the man
usually has some incapabilities which force him to retire or else
he is retiring to live on his money and will be very careful to take
no chances in the last time bulls will have a chance to kill him.

Despedir: when the man with cape or muleta sends the bull out and
away from him at the end of a pass. The pushing away of the bull
by the picador at the end of a charge as the picador turns his
horse.

Despejo: clearing of the public from the ring before the fight com-
mences. The spectators are no longer allowed to parade in the
Madrid ring before the fight commences.

Desplante: any theatrical gesture by a bullfighter.
Destronque: the damage suffered by a bull through too sudden twist-

ing of his spinal column by turning him too shortly with cape or
muleta.

Diestro: skillful; generic term for the matador.
Divisa: the colors of the bull breeder which are attached to a small

harpoon-shaped iron and placed in the bull’s morillo as he enters
the ring.

División de Plaza: dividing the ring into two parts by running a bar-
rera across the centre and giving two bullfights at once. Never
seen now since the bullfight has become formalized except very
occasionally in nocturnal fights when it is done, for lack of other
attractions, as a curiosity and relic of old days.

Doblar: to turn; a bull that turns after a charge and recharges; Dob-
lando con el: a bullfighter who turns with the bull keeping the
cape or muleta in front of the bull to hold his attention when he
has a tendency to leave after each charge.

Doctorado: slang for alternativa; taking the doctor’s degree in Tauro-
machia.

Dominio: the ability to dominate the bull.
Duro: hard, tough and resistant. Also slang for the bony structure

which the sword may strike in killing; also a silver five-peseta
piece.

E
Embestir: to charge; Embestir bien: to follow the cloth well; to

charge freshly and frankly.
Embolado: a bull, steer or cow whose horns have been covered with

a leather sheath thickened at the ends in order to blunt the points.



Embroque: space between the bull’s horns; to be between the horns.
Emmendar: to correct or improve the position he has taken the bull

in, to change from a place or a pass in which he is compromised
to another that is successful.

Empapar: to centre the bull’s head well into the cloth of either cape
or muleta when receiving a charge so that the animal can see
nothing beyond the folds of the lure as it is moved ahead of him.

Emplazarse: for the bull to take a position well out in the centre of
the ring and refuse to leave it.

Empresa: organization in charge of promoting bullfights in any given
ring.

Encajonamiento: the putting of bulls into their individual travelling
boxes or cages for shipment from ranch to ring.

Encierro: the driving of fighting bulls on foot, surrounded by steers,
from one corral to the corral of the ring. In Pamplona the run-
ning of the bulls through the streets with the crowd running
ahead of them from the corral at the edge of the town into and
through the bull ring into the corral of the ring. The bulls to be
fought in the afternoon are run through the streets at seven
o’clock in the morning of the day they are to be fought.

Encorvado: bent over; bullfighter who works leaning forward in
order to hold the lure so that the bull will pass as far as possible
from his body. The straighter the man stands the closer the bull
will come to his body.

Enfermeria: operating room attached to all bull rings.
Enganchar: to hook into anything with the horn and raise it into the

air.
Engaño: anything used to deceive the bull or the spectator. In the first

case the cape and muleta, in the second any tricks to simulate a
danger not really experienced.

Entablerarse: for the bull to take up a position which he refuses to
leave along the planks of the barrera.

Entero: complete; a bull which has arrived at the stage of the killing
without having been slowed or weakened by his encounters with
the picadors and banderilleros.

Entrar á Matar: to go in to kill.
Eral: two-year-old bull.
Erguido: erect and straight; bullfighter who holds himself very

straight when working with the animal.
Espada: synonym for the sword; also used to refer to the matador

himself.



Espalda: the shoulders or back of the man. A man who is said to
work from the back is a sodomite.

Estocada: sword thrust or estocade in which the matador goes in
from the front to attempt to place the sword high up between the
bull’s shoulder blades.

Estoque: the sword used in bullfighting. It has a lead-weighted,
chamois-covered pommel, a straight cross guard five centimetres
from the pommel and the hilt and cross guard are wrapped in red
flannel. It is not jewel hilted as we read in Virgin Spain. The blade
is about seventy-five centimetres long and is curved downward at
the tip in order that it may penetrate better and take a deeper
direction between the ribs, vertebræ, shoulder blades and other
bony structure which it may encounter. Modern swords are made
with one, two or three grooves or canals along the back of the
blade, the purpose of these being to allow air to be introduced
into the wound caused by the sword, otherwise the blade of the
sword serves as a plug to the wound it makes. The best swords
are made in Valencia and their prices vary according to the num-
ber of canals and the quality of steel used. The usual equipment
for a matador is four ordinary killing swords and one straight-
tipped sword with slightly widened point for the descabello. The
blades of all these swords except that used for the descabello are
ground razor-sharp half way up their length from the tip. They
are kept in soft leather sheaths and the complete outfit is carried
in a large, usually embossed, leather sword case.

Estribo: metal stirrup of the picador; also the ridge of wood about
eighteen inches above the ground which runs around the inside of
the barrera which aids the bullfighters in vaulting the wooden
fence.

Extraño: sudden movement to one side or the other made by either
bull or man.

F
Facultades: physical abilities or assets in the man; in the bull preserv-

ing his facultades is called keeping his qualities intact in spite of
punishment.

Facultativo:—Parte Facultativo: official diagnosis to be sent to the
President of the fights of a bullfighter’s wound or wounds dic-
tated by the surgeon in charge in the infirmary after he has
treated or operated on the man.

Faena: the sum of the work done by the matador with the muleta in



the final third of the bullfight; it also means any work carried out;
a faena de campo being any of the operations of bull raising.

Faja: sash worn around the waist as a belt.
Falsa: false, incorrect, phoney. Salidas en falsa are attempts to place

the banderillas in which the man passes the bull’s head without
deciding to place the sticks either because the bull has not
charged, in which case the man’s action is correct, or because the
man simply had made an error in lack of decision. They are
sometimes made, very gracefully, simply to show the matador’s
judgment of distance.

Farol: pass with the cape which commences as a veronica with the
cape held in both hands, but as the bull passes the man the cape
is swung around the man’s head and behind his back as he turns
with the bull following the swing of the cape.

Farpa: long, heavy banderilla used by Portuguese bullfighters who
place them on horseback.

Fenómeno: a phenomenon; originally used to designate a young
matador who showed exceptional aptitudes for his profession, it
now is principally used as a sarcasm to describe a bullfighter who
is advanced by publicity faster than his experience and aptitudes
warrant.

Fiera: wild beast; slang for the bull. Also slang for loose woman as
we would say bitch.

Fiesta: holiday time or time of enjoyment; Fiesta de los toros: the
bullfight. Fiesta nacional: bullfight; used in a sneering way by
writers opposed to the corrida as a symbol of Spain’s backward-
ness as a European nation.

Fijar: to cut short the bull’s running and fix him in a certain place.
Filigranas: fancy business done with the bull; or artistic refinements

of any pass or act in bullfighting.
Flaco:—toro flaco: bull that is lean, flaccid or hollow. Not well filled

in.
Flojo: weak, so-so, unconvincing, spiritless.
Franco: noble bull easy to work with.
Frenar: to put on the brakes; bull which slows suddenly when pass-

ing the man to stop and gore instead of pursuing his normal
course; one of the most dangerous bulls to work with as he
appears to be going to pass and gives no previous indication of
his intention of braking.

Frente par detrás: pass with the cape in which the man’s back is
turned toward the bull but his body covered with the cape which



is extended to one side by both arms. It is really a form of the
veronica performed with the back toward the bull.

Fresco: calmly, shamelessly, cynical.
Fuera: get away! Get out! Get the hell out! Depending on the degree

of vehemence with which it is shouted.

G
Gachis: tarts about town.
Gacho: horns that point down.
Galleando: the man with the cape on his back as though he were

wearing it looks back over his shoulder toward the bull and mov-
ing in a series of zig-zags, feints, and dodgings causes the bull to
follow the turns and swings of the lower part of the cape.

Gallo: fighting cock; the professional name of the great Gomez fam-
ily of gypsy bullfighters.

Ganadería: ranch where fighting bulls are raised; all the bulls, cows,
calves and steers on such a ranch.

Ganadero: breeder of fighting bulls.
Ganar terreno: bull which forces the man to give ground each time

he charges thus gaining it for himself.
Garrocha: synonym for the pike or pic used by the picador; a vault-

ing pole used for leaping over the bull in old-time fights.
Gente: people; gente coletudo or the pigtailed citizenry refers to the

bullfighters.
Ginete: horseman, picador; buen ginete: a good rider.
Golletazo: sword thrust in the side of the neck of the bull which goes

into the lung causing death almost at once from choking hemor-
rhage; used to assassinate bulls by panic-stricken matadors who
are afraid to approach the horns; this estocade is only justified on
bulls that have received one or more proper estocades or attempts
and which defend themselves so well, refusing to uncover the
space where they should be killed between the shoulders, tossing
the muleta out of the man’s hand as he comes in and refusing 
to charge, that the man has no other choice than to attempt a 
golletazo.

Gótico: gothic; un niño gótico in bullfighting is a conceited boy fond
of striking gothic architectural attitudes.

Gracia: grace and elegance of manner while undergoing danger; gra-
cia gitana: gypsy grace.

Grado: the balcony or covered seats in a bull ring above the open
seats or tendidos and the covered boxes or palcos.



Grotesca: grotesque; the opposite of graceful.
Guardia: municipal policeman; not taken seriously even by himself.

Guardia Civil: national police, are taken very seriously; armed
with sabres and 7 mm. caliber mauser carbines they are, or were,
a model of ruthless, disciplined constabulary.

H
Hachazo: chopping stroke of the bull’s horns.
Herida: wound.
Herradera: branding of calves on the ranch.
Herradura: horseshoe; cortar la herradura: to cut the horseshoe, an

estocada well placed, fairly high up but in which the blade, once
in, takes an oblique downward direction into the bull’s chest, cut-
ting the pleura, and causing immediate death without any exter-
nal hemorrhage.

Hierro: branding iron; brand of a bull breeder of fighting bulls.
Hombre: man, as an ejaculation expresses surprise, pleasure, shock,

disapproval or delight, according to tone used. Muy Hombre:
very much of a man, i.e., plentifully supplied with huevos,
cojones, etc.

Hondo: deep; estocada honda: sword in up to the hilt.
Hueso: bone; in slang means a tough one.
Huevos: eggs; slang for testicles as we say balls.
Huir: to run away; shameful both in bull and matador.
Hule: oilcloth; slang for the operating table.
Humillar: lower the head.

I
Ida: estocada in which the blade takes a pronounced downward

direction without being perpendicular. Such an estocade although
well placed may cause hemorrhage from the mouth through the
blade going so nearly straight down that it touches the lungs.

Ida y Vuelta—allez et retour: round trip; a bull which turns by him-
self at the end of a charge and comes again on a straight line.
Ideal for the bullfighter who can look after his æsthetic effects
without having to bring the bull around at the end of the charge
with cape or muleta.

Igualar: get the bull’s front feet together.
Inquieto: nervous.
Izquierda: left; mano izquierda: the left hand, called zurda in bull

ring dialect.



J
Jaca: riding horse, mare or pony; Jaca torera: a mare so well trained

by the Portuguese bullfighter Simao Da Veiga that he was able,
when he was mounted on her, to place banderillas with both
hands, not touching the bridle, the horse being guided by spur
and pressure of the knees alone.

Jalear: to applaud.
Jaulones: the individual boxes or cages in which bulls are shipped

from the ranch to the ring. These are owned by the breeders,
marked with his brand, name and address and returned after the
fight.

Jornalero: day laborer; bullfighter who barely makes his living
through his profession.

Jugar: to play; jugando con el toro: when one or more matadors
unarmed with a cape but carrying the banderillas held together in
one hand play with the bull by half provoking a series of charges;
running in zig-zags or seeing how close they can approach the
bull while playing without provoking a charge. To do this attrac-
tively much grace and knowledge of the bull’s mental processes is
necessary.

Jurisdicción: the moment in which the bull while charging arrives
within reach of where the man is standing and lowers his head to
hook; more technically speaking, when the bull leaves his terrain
and enters the terrain of the bullfighter arriving at the place the
man wishes to receive him with the cloth.

K
Kilos: a kilo equals two and one-fifth pounds. Bulls are weighed in

kilos sometimes after they are killed and before being dressed out
and always after they are dressed, drawn, skinned, heads and
hoofs and all parts of the meat that has been damaged cut away.
This latter state is called en canal and for many years the weight
of bulls has been judged when they are in this state. A four-and-
a-half-year-old fighting bull should weigh from 295 to 340 kilos
en canal depending on their size and type; the present legal mini-
mum that they may weigh is 285 kilos. The dressed-out or en
canal weight of a bull is estimated as 521⁄2 per cent of his live
weight. Just as in money where the legal unit is the peseta yet
sums are never mentioned in conversation in pesetas but rather in
reales or 25 centimos, a fourth of a peseta, or in duros, five pese-



tas, in the weight of bulls for conversational purpose the arroba
or weight unit of twenty-five pounds is the measuring unit. A bull
is measured or estimated in the number of arrobas of meat he will
dress out when butchered. A bull of 26 arrobas will dress out a
fraction over 291 kilos. That is as small as bulls should be fought
if the animal is to be imposing enough to give real emotion to the
corrida. From 26 to 30 arrobas is the ideal weight for fighting
bulls that have not been fattened on grain. Each arroba between
24 and 30 means as definite a difference in the hitting power, size,
and destructiveness as there is between the different classes in
boxing. To make a comparison we may say that in point of
strength and destructive power bulls under 24 arrobas are the fly-
weights, bantamweights, and featherweights. Bulls from 24 to 25
arrobas are lightweights and welterweights. Bulls of 26 arrobas
are middleweights and light heavyweights; 27 to 30 arrobas are
heavyweights, and all above 30 arrobas approach the Primo
Carnera class. A cornada or horn wound from a bull that weighs
only 24 arrobas will, if it is properly placed, be as fatal as one
from a much larger animal. It is a dagger stroke with ordinary
force while the bull of 30 arrobas gives the same dagger stroke
with the force of a pile-driver. It is a fact, however, that a bull of
24 arrobas is generally immature; little over three years old; and
bulls of that age do not know how to use their horns skillfully
either offensively or defensively. The ideal bull therefore to pro-
vide a sufficiently dangerous enemy for the bullfighters so that
the corrida will retain its emotion should be at least four and a
half years old in order to be mature, and weigh, when dressed
out, an absolute minimum of 25 arrobas. The more arrobas it
weighs from 25 up, without losing speed and not simply gaining
weight by being fattened, the greater the emotion will be and the
more meritorious will be any work accomplished by the man
with the animal. To follow bullfights intelligently or understand
them thoroughly you must learn to think in arrobas just as in
boxing you must class the men in the various formal classifica-
tions by weight. At present the bullfight is being killed by
unscrupulous bull breeders who sell under-aged, under-weight
and under-bred bulls, not testing them sufficiently for bravery,
and thus abusing and forfeiting the tolerance that had been
extended to their undersized products as long as they were brave
and liable to provide a brilliant if unemotional corrida.

L



Ladeada: to one side; especially refers to an estocade.
Lances: any formalized passes made by the cape.
Largas: a pass to draw the bull toward and then send him away from

the man made with the cape fully extended and held at extremity
by one hand.

Lazar: to lasso; or use the lariat or riata of the American west to
catch cattle or the lazo with a weight on one end used in South
America.

Levantado: first stage of the bull on entering the ring when he tries to
sweep everything out of the ring without concentrating his
charges.

Liar: to furl with a twist of the left wrist the cloth of the muleta over
the stick which supports it before profiling on going in to kill
with the sword.

Librar: to free; librar la acometida: to free himself from the unsus-
pected charge either by foot-work or by an improvised pass with
muleta or cape.

Libre de cacho: anything performed with the bull out of range of his
horns; either from a distance or after the horn has passed; means
literally free from the possibility of being caught.

Lidia: the fight; toro de lidia: fighting bull. Also the name of the most
famous and oldest bullfight weekly.

Lidiador: one who fights bulls.
Ligereza: agility; one of the three qualities necessary to be a matador

according to the great Francisco Montés; the three being agility
or lightness on the feet, valor, and a perfect knowledge of his pro-
fession.

Llegar: to arrive; the bull is said to llegar when he actually reaches
the horse with his horn in spite of the picador’s opposition.

Lleno: a full house or sell-out; every seat in the ring occupied.

M
Macheteo: chopping as with a cane knife or machete; macheteo por

la cara is a series of chopping strokes from side to side with the
muleta, with the man retreating by footwork if the bull charges,
designed to tire the bull’s neck muscles and prepare him for
killing. It is the simplest and safest way to tire a bull with the
muleta and employed by bullfighters who do not desire to take
any risks or to attempt anything difficult.

Macho: male, masculine, abundantly endowed with male reproduc-



tive organs; torero macho: bullfighter whose work is on a basis of
courage rather than perfected technique and style, although the
style may come later.

Maestro: a master at anything; as a matador might be addressed by
his peones. Has come to be used sarcastically, in Madrid espe-
cially. You address any one as maestro to whom you wish to
show the minimum of respect.

Maldito or Maldita: damned; cursed as in speaking to a bull,
“Damned be the cow that dropped you!”

Maleante: crook or cheap criminal; the type of maleante encountered
most often going to or leaving the bullfight is the pickpocket or
carterista; literally pocketbooker. These citizens are numerous,
tolerated, in the sense that the police in Madrid have lists of them
all and if you were robbed and saw the pickpocket they will have
several hundred of them called in off the streets or from their
homes and paraded for you; and extremely skillful. The way to
avoid them is never to ride on a street car or the subway for that
is where they work most easily. They have one good quality—
they do not destroy your personal papers or passports or keep
them as other pickpockets would do, but after taking the money
drop the pocketbook with the papers it contains into a mail-box
either in a tobacco store or in one of those ambulatory boxes
attached to tramways. The pocket-book will then be obtainable
at the general post office. From my own and my friends’ experi-
ences at being pickpocketed in Spain I should say that in their
own walk of life these gentry combine the same qualities that
Montés listed as indispensable to a bullfighter—lightness, valor,
and a perfect knowledge of their profession.

Maleta: literally valise; is slang for a bad or cheap bullfighter.
Malo: bad, imperfect, defective, unhealthy, vicious, disagreeable,

obnoxious, lousy, rotten, filthy, stinking, putrid, crooked, sonof-
abitching, etc., depending on the circumstances. Toro malo: bull
having these attributes and other inherent defects such as a ten-
dency to jump the barrera into the crowd; to run at the sight of a
cape, etc.

Mamarracho: insult shouted at deficient bullfighter; American would
be awkward bum, stumble bum, flat-footed tramp or yellow bas-
tard.

Mancornar: bull-dogging or throwing a calf by twisting the horns by
hand at the same time throwing the weight of the man’s body on



them.
Mandar: to command or order; in bullfighting to make the bull obey

the cloth; to dominate him with it.
Manejable: manageable; bull possible to work with.
Mano: hand; mano bajo: with the hand low; the proper way to move

the cape in the veronica. Manos also refers to the feet of the bull.
Mansedumbre: slow oxlike peacefulness in a bull.
Manso: tame, mild and unwarlike; a bull which does not have the

fighting blood is manso as are also the steers called cabestros
when they are trained.

Manzanilla: natural light dry sherry wine which has not been forti-
fied by adding more than its natural alcohol. Much drunk in
Andalucia and by all connected with bullfights. It is ordered in
chatos or short glasses and is usually served with a tapa or bit of
food of some sort such as an olive and anchovy, a sardine, piece
of tuna fish and red sweet pepper, or a slice of smoked ham. One
chato lightens the spirits, three or four make you feel rather
good, but if you eat the tapas as you drink, a dozen of them will
not make you drunk. Manzanilla also means camomile, but if
you remember to ask for a chato of manzanilla there is no danger
that you will be served camomile tea.

Marear: to make seasick; to make the bull dizzy by turning him from
side to side by flopping a cape on each side of his head or turn
him round and round. This is done to get him to his knees after
he has received an inconclusive estocade and is ugly to watch and
dishonorable to perform.

Maricón: a sodomite, nance, queen, fairy, fag, etc. They have these in
Spain too, but I only know of two of them among the forty-some
matadors de toros. This is no guaranty that those interested par-
ties who are continually proving that Leonardo da Vinci, Shake-
speare, etc., were fags would not be able to find more. Of the
two, one is almost pathologically miserly, is lacking in valor but
is very skillful and delicate with the cape, a sort of exterior deco-
rator of bullfighting, and the other has a reputation for great
valor and awkwardness and has been unable to save a peseta. In
bullfighting circles the word is used as a term of opprobrium or
ridicule or as an insult. There are many very, very funny Spanish
fairy stories.

Mariposa: butterfly; series of passes with cape over the man’s shoul-
ders and the man facing the bull, zig-zagging slowly backwards,



drawing the bull on with a wave of first one side of the cape, then
the other, supposedly imitating the flight of a butterfly. Invented
by Marcial Lalanda this quite requires great knowledge of bulls
to execute properly.

Mariscos: shellfish eaten in the cafés while drinking beer before or
after bullfights; the best of these are percebes, a sort of goose bar-
nacle with a tasty stem of a very delicate and delicious flavor; lon-
gostinos, large, plump, oversized Mediterranean prawns; cigalas,
a pink-and-white, long, narrow-clawed member of the lobster
family whose claws and tail you crack with a nut cracker or a
hammer; cangrejos del rio, ecrivisse or fresh-water crayfish,
cooked with whole black pepper seeds in their tails, and gambas
or common shrimps served in their shells to be shucked and eaten
by hand. Percebes which grow along the rocks of the Atlantic
coast of Spain are not obtainable in Madrid after April until Sep-
tember due to the closed season. Eaten while drinking beer or
absinthe they are very good; the stems of the barnacle having a
taste more delicate and attractive than any oyster, clam or shell-
fish I have ever eaten.

Marronazo: the picador missing the bull when he charges and the
point of the pic slipping over the bull’s hide without tearing it.

Matadero: slaughter-house. Training place for the use of puntilla and
sword.

Matador: a formal killer of bulls, as a Mata Toros is only a bull
butcher.

Mayoral: overseer on a bull-raising ranch; also those vaqueros or
herders who accompany the caged bulls from the ranch to the
ring, sleeping with the cages on the freight cars, seeing the bulls
are fed and watered, and assisting in their unloading and sorting
before the fight.

Media-estocada: an estocade in which only half of the blade goes into
the bull. If properly placed on a medium-sized bull a media-esto-
cada will kill as quickly as one that goes in the full length. If the
bull is very large, however, half a blade may not be long enough
to reach the aorta or other large blood vessels, the cutting of
which produces death quickly.

Media-luna: sickle-shaped blade attached to a long pole used in the
early days of bullfighting to hamstring bulls which the matador
had been unable to kill. For a long time after it passed out of use
and the bull which a matador had failed to kill was removed by
steers the media-luna was still exhibited to shame the matador



and order the entry of the steers into the ring. It is no longer
exhibited.

Medias: long stockings such as are worn by bullfighters.
Media veronica: a recorte, or cutting short of the bull’s charge, which

ends a series of passes with the cape known as veronicas (see
explanation). The media veronica is accomplished by the man
holding the cape in both hands, as for the veronica, and as the
bull passes the man, moving from left to right, the man brings his
left hand close to his hip and gathers the cape toward his hip with
his right hand, shortening the swing of the veronica and making
the cape swing half full, turning the bull on himself and fixing
him in place so that the man may walk away with his back
toward the animal. This fixing in place is accomplished by the
swirl of the cape cutting the bull’s normal course through making
him attempt to turn in a shorter distance than his own length.
Juan Belmonte was the perfecter of this lance with the cape and it
is now the obligatory ending for any series of veronicas. The half
passes made by the matador when holding the cape in both hands
and running backward swaying the cape from side to side to take
the bull from one part of the ring to another were once called
media-veronicas, but the real media veronica at present is the one
described above.

Media-vuelta: method of placing banderillas on bulls that do not
charge well in which the man takes his position at the rear of the
bull and runs in toward the bull’s head as the latter turns to come
toward him. Bulls which are impossible to kill from the front are
also stuck with the sword by the man going in to kill by a media-
vuelta.

Medios: central part of the ring which is
divided into three terrains for the purpose
of executing different suertes with the
bull; the centre or medios; the next
third or tercios and the ground next to
the barrera called tablas.

Mejorar: to improve; mejorando su estilo:
improving his style; mejorar el terreno
is when a bullfighter finds himself too
close to the barrera to be able to accom-
plish the pass which he is preparing without
being caught and using cape or muleta to aid him
changes to a better or safer position.



Meter el pie: to incite the bull to charge by bending forward the knee
and then straightening up, profiled toward the bull, when await-
ing him in order to kill in the manner known as recibiendo (see
text).

Metisacas: put and pulled; estocades in which the matador through
lack of decision puts the sword in a little way and then pulls it
out.

Mogón: bull with one horn broken off or crumpled, sometimes leav-
ing a rounded protuberance; such bulls are used in novilladas.

Mojiganga: masquerade; in the old days bulls would be let into the
ring at novilladas while a procession was in progress or a play
being acted. They were called mojigangas; the last survival of this
are the various bands imitating the bullfighting band, El Empas-
tre, founded by Rafael Dutrus, in which a young bull is released
into the ring while the band is playing and is fought and killed by
some of the musicians while the rest continue to play their instru-
ments.

Molinete: pass with the muleta in which the man turns a complete
circle on himself letting the muleta wind itself around his body. Is
of greatest effect when done between the bull’s horns or just
beside them, in this case the bull being turned completely on him-
self while following the loose end of the cloth.

Mona: silk-covered button worn at the base of the bullfighter’s pig-
tail.

Monerias: monkey business; childish extravagances committed with
the bull.

Monosabios: red-shirted bull ring servants who aid the picadors
when they fall, help them to mount, lead horses toward the bull,
kill horses that have been wounded, unsaddle them, spread can-
vas over them, etc. They were first so nicknamed when a troupe
of performing monkeys uniformed in the same colors were pre-
sented in Madrid in 1847 shortly after the direction of the ring
had put the servants into red blouses.

Morillo: the hump of muscle rising from the neck of a fighting bull
which erects when the bull is angry. In the top part of this hump,
nearest the shoulders, is where the picador should place his pic
and the banderilleros their sticks.

Morucho: half-bred bull sometimes brave, vicious and dangerous but
without the type or caste of the thoroughbred. In many parts of
Spain bulls are raised which have a strain of wild fighting blood
by breeders who do not belong to any of the associations of thor-



oughbred fighting-bull raisers and these bulls are sold to be
fought in novilladas in the small rings and in capeas. Their lack
of good blood can be most easily seen in the thickness of their
tails, the size of their horns and hoofs, and the lack of morillo
when they otherwise have the appearance of real fighting bulls.

Movido: moving; toreo movido: using too much foot-work when
working with the bull.

Mozo de estoques: personal servant and sword handler for the mata-
dor. In the ring he prepares the muletas and hands his master the
swords as he needs them, wiping off the used swords with a
sponge and drying them before putting them away. While the
matador is killing he must follow him around in the passage way
to be always opposite him ready to hand him a new sword or
muleta over the barrera as he needs it. When it is windy he damp-
ens capes and muleta from a water jug he carries and also looks
after all personal wants of the matador. Outside the ring before
the fight he takes around the envelopes containing the matador’s
card and a certain sum of money to the different bullfight critics,
aids the matador to dress, and sees that all the equipment is
transported to the ring. After the fight he sends the telefonemas—
messages sent by the telephone company and written and deliv-
ered as telegrams are in the United States—or the more rare
verbal messages to the matador’s family, friends, the press and
any clubs of bullfight enthusiasts that may be organized in the
matador’s name.

Mucha: much; de muchas piernas: with plenty of legs; very strong in
the legs; muchas arrobas: very heavy. De mucho cuidado: very
suspicious; that is, a bull very difficult to work with.

Muchacho: boy; youth.
Muerte: death; also the place where the sword should enter to kill the

bull properly. Bullfighters say the bull uncovers the muerte when
he lowers his head well. Pase de la muerte: pass with the muleta
explained in the text.

Muleta: heart-shaped scarlet cloth of serge or flannel folded and dou-
bled over a tapered wooden stick equipped with a sharp steel
point at the narrow end and a grooved handle at the widened
extremity; the sharp point is pricked through the cloth where it is
folded to a point and the loose end is fastened to the handle with
a thumbscrew so that the wood supports the folds of the cloth.
The muleta is used to defend the man; to tire the bull and regulate
the position of his head and feet; to perform a series of passes of



more or less æsthetic value with the bull; and to aid the man in
the killing.

Muletazo: a pass performed with the muleta.
Multa: fine assessed by the presiding officer of the corrida or by the

civil-governor against a bullfighter, bull raiser, or the manage-
ment of the ring itself. Fines assessed against bullfighters are a
farce since all matadors’ contracts contain a clause which stipu-
lates that any fines assessed against them must be paid by the pro-
moters. This clause dates from over thirty-five years and was first
inserted to prevent promoters from contracting a matador at his
own figure and then having the president fine him the difference
between the figure he asked in order to fight and the figure the
promoter was willing to pay. At present with the matadors, pica-
dors and banderilleros organized as they are and able to place a
boycott on any ring whose promoter does not pay his debts and
maintain that boycott until the debt is paid, not permitting fights
to be held even under another promoter until their claims have
been satisfied, there is no need to maintain the clause about fines
to protect the bullfighters. Its only effect at present is to let
unscrupulous fighters know that any fines they may be assessed,
no matter how justly, for deficient or dishonest work will not
come out of their own pockets. This is one of the abuses that
should be corrected the next time a new government ordinance
for regulation of the bullfight is drawn up.

N
Nalgas: buttocks, or rump; location of many horn wounds caused by

the matador turning his back on the bull without having fixed
him properly to avoid a charge. Prominent buttocks destroy the
line that the bullfighter seeks to make in working with the bull
and prevent him being taken seriously as a stylist, hence a ten-
dency to carry weight there is a source of much worry to a mata-
dor in modern bullfighting.

Natural: pass made with the muleta held low in the left hand, the
man citing the bull from in front; with his right leg toward the
bull, the muleta held by the centre of the stick in the left hand,
left arm extended and the cloth in front of the man, it is swung
slightly toward the bull to start him, this swing being almost
imperceptible to the spectator; as the bull charges and arrives at
the muleta the man turns with him, his arm fully extended and
moving the muleta slowly ahead of the bull making him turn in a



quarter of a circle around the man; giving a swinging flip
imparted with a lift of the wrist at the conclusion of the pass to
hold the bull in position for another pass. This pass is fully
described in the text. It is the fundamental pass of bullfighting,
the simplest, capable of greatest purity of line and the most dan-
gerous to make.

Navarra: province in North of Spain; name of pass with the cape, no
longer used, in which the matador first swings the cape as in the
veronica, then, as the bull is about to leave the cape, the man
makes a complete turn in the opposite direction from which he
has been swinging the cape, swinging the cape low in front of and
below the bull’s muzzle.

Nervio: energy and vigor in the bull.
Niño: child or young boy; lately there has been a plague of niños as

nommes de guerre in bullfighting. Following on the success of El
Niño de la Palma there have been over three hundred bullfighters
who have dubbed themselves the Niño of this or that from the
Niño of the slaughter-house to the Niño of the Sierra Nevada. In
earlier times there were pairs or trios of child bullfighters called
after the towns they came from such as the Niños Sevillanos;
Niños Cordobeses, etc. The bullfighters who graduated from
these juvenile associations did not continue to call themselves
Niños however, but were called Gallito, Machaquito, and so on;
making their names famous, and abandoning the childish desig-
nation when they ceased to be children even though they kept the
affectionate diminutive of their fighting name.

Noble: bull that is frank in its charges, brave, simple and easily
deceived.

No Hay Derecho: you have no right; common phrase of protest
against any violation of the rules or the rights of the individual.

Noticiero: notice; El Noticiero de Lunes is the official sheet giving
government news and a short report of the Sunday bullfights
issued in Spanish cities on Monday morning in the absence of any
newspapers Sunday night and Monday morning due to the no-
work-on-Sunday law put through by the workers on Spanish
newspapers several years ago.

Novedad: novelty; new fighter who attracts by his novelty.
Novillada: at the present time a novillada is a bullfight in which bulls

which are under aged, or over aged, for a formal bullfight, that is,
under four years and over five, or defective in vision or horn, are
fought by bullfighters who have either never taken or renounced



the title of matador de toros. In every way except the quality of
the bulls and the inexperience or admitted failure of the bullfight-
ers a novillada or corrida de novillos-toros is the same as a regu-
lar bullfight. In former times a novillada was any form of bull
entertainment other than the formal corrida, but the present-day
novillada has come about through the desire to present a regular
bullfight at less than formal prices due to the bulls being bargains
and the men, due to a desire to present themselves and make a
name, or to the fact that they have failed as formal matadors, are
less exigent in their demands for money than the full matadors.
The season for novilladas in Madrid is from early March until
Easter and from July until the middle of September. In the
provinces they go on during the entire bullfight season, being
given by all small towns which cannot afford a formal corrida.
The admission to a novillada is usually about half that of an ordi-
nary corrida. Bulls fought are often larger and more dangerous
than those used in corridas de toros; the novilleros being forced
to accept bulls refused by the stars of their profession. It is in the
novilladas that the majority of the bullfighters who die in the ring
are killed each year since men with little experience fight exceed-
ingly dangerous bulls in small towns where the ring often has
only rudimentary operating equipment and no surgeon skilled in
the very special technique of horn wounds.

Novillero: a matador of novillos-toros, the bulls described above. He
may either be an aspirant or a matador who has failed to make a
living in the class above and renounced his alternative in search
of contracts. The most a novillero makes in Madrid is 5,000
pesetas a fight and he may, if a debutant, fight for as low as a
thousand pesetas. If out of this latter sum he must pay the rent of
a suit, wages to two picadors, two banderilleros and his sword
handler, and send envelopes containing fifty or a hundred pesetas
around to the critics of the press he will owe money after the fight
is over. Novilleros who are protected by the management of the
bull ring may only have to fight young bulls and may be very suc-
cessful with these and fail completely when they become full
matadors due to the difference in danger, strength and speed
between the immature and mature bulls. It is never safe to judge
a bullfighter on his performance with immature animals for no
matter how perfect his technique and training he may completely
lack the heart necessary for working with the real bull.

Novillo: bull used in novilladas.



Nuevo: new; Nuevo en esta Plaza after a bullfighter’s name on a pro-
gramme means that this is his presentation in that ring.

Nulidad: a complete nobody; bullfighter who is a drawback rather
than an attraction on a programme.

O
Ojo: eye; a matador who wishes to give the crowd the information,

either true or false, that the bull does not see well as an excuse for
his own lack of brilliance will point to his own eye. Buen-ojo:
means a good eye or good judgment.

Olivo: olive tree; tomar el olivo: to take to the olive tree, phrase used
to describe the action of the matador when seized by panic or
through having let the bull put him in an impossible terrain he
scrambles head first over the barrera. The matador should never
run with his back toward the bull; let alone run and flop over the
barrera.

Oreja: ear; when the matador has been excellent with the bull both
with muleta and sword, killing him promptly and well after a
good faena with the muleta or if the work with the muleta has
not been brilliant making up for it by killing superbly, the crowd
will wave handkerchiefs to request that the president concede the
ear of the bull as a token of honor to the matador. If the president
agrees and believes the demands to be justified, he will wave his
own handkerchief after which a banderillero may cut the ear and
present it to the matador. In reality several matadors who are
anxious to have a long list of ears for the publicity value it gives
them, have a banderillero who is instructed to cut the ear at the
first sign of a display of any handkerchiefs. If the public shows
any signs of demanding the ear this peón cuts it off and runs with
it to the matador who shows it, raising it in his hand toward the
president and smiling, and the president confronted with an
accomplished fact, is most liable to agree to the concession of the
ear and bring out his own handkerchief. This way of falsifying
the concession of the ear, which was formerly a great honor, has
taken all value away from it and now if a bullfighter puts up a
decent performance and has any luck killing he will probably cut
the ear of his bull. These professional ear-cutting peones have
established an even worse custom; that, if the president actually
gives the signal to cut the ear without the matador first begging it
from him, of cutting both ears and the tail which they rush over
and present to the matador on the excuse of the most moderate



enthusiasm. The matadors, I am thinking of two especially, one a
short, eagle-nosed, black-haired conceited Valencian and the
other a conceited, brave, simple-minded, long-necked, telephone
pole from Aragon, then make a tour of the ring carrying an ear in
one hand, another ear and a dung-covered tail in the other,
smirking and believing they have triumphed in an absolute
apotheosis while in reality they have only performed conscien-
tiously and employed a skillful trimmer of the visible parts of the
bull to flatter them. Originally the cutting of the ear signified the
bull became the property of the matador to dispose of as beef to
his own advantage. This significance has long been obsolete.

P
Padrear: to breed.
Padrino: godfather or sponsor; in bullfighting the older matador who

cedes sword and muleta to the younger matador who is alternat-
ing for the first time as killer in a formal corrida de toros.

Pala: shovel, bat, or oar blade; in bullfighting the flat of the horn on
the outside; blows received by a bullfighter from the flat of the
horn are called paletazos or varetazos and are often very serious
causing severe internal hemorrhage and other internal injuries
without these being anything more visible than a bruise.

Palitroques: twigs; another name for banderillas.
Palmas: handclappings, applause.
Palos: sticks; slang for the banderillas.
Pañuelo: handkerchief; a white handkerchief exhibited by the presi-

dent signals the termination or the commencement of the acts of
pic-ing, banderillas, and sword; a green one that the bull should
be taken out; a red one that explosive banderillas should be
placed. The signal for each warning or aviso to the matador,
denoting the lapse of time in killing, is given by the president
showing a white handkerchief.

Par: pair of banderillas.
Parado: slowed or fixed without being exhausted; the second state of

the bull during the course of the fight and the one in which the
bullfighter should be able to get the most out of him. To torear
parado is to work with the bull with the minimum of movement
of the feet. It is the only way worthy of applause to fight a brave
bull that is without faults of hooking to one side or the other.

Parar: to stand still and calmly watch the bull come; parar los pies: to
keep the feet still while the bull charges. Parar: to keep the feet



quite; templar: to move the cloth slowly; and mandar: to domi-
nate and control the animal by the cloth, are the three major
commandments of bullfighting.

Parear: to place a pair of banderillas.
Parón: modern term to designate a pass made by the bullfighter with

either cape or muleta in which he keeps his feet close together
and does not move them from the time the bull charges until the
pass is finished. These passes in which the man stands like a
statue are brilliant additions to a bullfighter’s repertoire but they
cannot be made with a bull that moves other than in a perfectly
straight line when he charges; otherwise the man will go up in the
air. Also they break one of the commandments for bullfighting;
they parar, they templar; but they do not mandar since the man
with his feet together cannot swing the cloth far enough to keep
the bull dominated by its folds and so unless the bull is so perfect
that he turns automatically each time to recharge the man will be
unable to hold him in the folds of the muleta enough to turn him
so that he may link up a series of passes. With an ideal bull, how-
ever, the parones are highly emotional and impressive and all
bullfighters should be able to do them when they draw such an
animal but should not neglect the real art of dominating bulls,
making them deviate from their line of attack by moving the lure,
while they wait for a bull who will make the entire faena himself
while the man plays the statue. The gyratory passes made by Vil-
lalta and his imitators in which the man spins on the tips of his
toes in half circles with the bull are also called parones.

Pase: pass made with either cape or muleta; movement of the lure to
draw a charge by the animal in which his horns pass the man’s
body.

Paseo: entry of the bullfighters into the ring and their passage across
it.

Paso atrás: step to the rear taken by matador after profiling to kill in
order to lengthen his distance from the bull, while giving impres-
sion he is profiled very close, and give him more time to dodge as
he goes in to kill in case the bull should not lower his head well to
the muleta.

Paso de banderillas: going in to kill not straight, but moving on a
quarter of a circle past the bull’s horns, as a banderillero goes in.
Permissible on bulls that can be killed in no other way.

Pecho: chest; the pase de pecho is a pass made with the muleta in the
left hand at the finish of a natural in which the bull, having



turned at the end of the natural, recharges and the man brings
him by his chest and sends him out with a forward sweep of the
muleta. The pase de pecho should be the ending of any series of
naturales. It is also of great merit when it is used by the bull-
fighter to liberate himself from an unexpected charge or sudden
return of the bull. In this case it is called a forzado de pecho or a
forced pass. It is called preparado, or prepared, when it is given
as a separate pass without having been preceded by a natural.
The same pass may be done with the right hand, but it is not then
a true pase de pecho since the real natural and real de pecho are
done only with the left hand. When either of these passes is done
with the right hand the sword, which must always be held in the
right hand, spreads the cloth and makes a much bigger lure thus
enabling the matador to keep the bull a greater distance away
from him and send him further away after each charge. Work
done with the muleta held in the right hand and spread by the
sword is often very brilliant and meritorious but it lacks the diffi-
culty, danger and sincerity of work done with the muleta in the
left hand and the sword in the right.

Pelea: fight, the fight put up by the bull.
Peón: banderillero; torero who works on foot under the orders of the

matador.
Pequeño: small; little.
Perder el sitio: bullfighter who through illness, lack of confidence,

cowardice or nervousness has lost his style and even his sense of
where and how things should be done.

Perder terreño: to lose ground while working with the bull; to have
to use footwork rather than control the bull with the cloth; also
to lose ground in your profession.

Perfilar: to profile before going in to kill with sword in right hand,
right fore arm straight along the chest, muleta in left hand, left
shoulder toward the bull, eyes following the line of the sword.

Periódicos: newspapers; those Madrid papers having the most accu-
rate and disinterested accounts of bullfights in Madrid and 
the provinces are La Libertad among the daily papers and El 
Eco Taurino among the bullfight papers. La Fiesta Brava of
Barcelona, while its accounts of fights are far from impartial, has
excellent articles and features.

Periodistas: those who write for the papers; journalists.
Perros: bull dogs used in the old days before explosive banderillas

were employed to worry a bull that would not charge the pica-



dors; making him toss his head and tire his neck muscles thus
replacing the effect of the pics.

Pesado: heavy; dull; tiresome.
Peso: weight.
Pesuña: hoof of bull. Fighting bulls are ruined by glosopeda or hoof-

and-mouth disease which leaves the feet tender and the hooves
liable to crack loose and even break off entirely.

Peto: mattress covering worn over chest, right flank, and belly of pic-
ador’s horse. Introduced during the late Primo de Rivera’s dicta-
torship at the instigation of the English-born Ex-Queen of Spain.

Pica: the pic or pike pole used in bullfighting. It is composed of a
wooden shaft 2 metres and between 55 and 70 centimetres long
made of ash, has a triangular steel point 29 millimetres long.
Below the steel point the head of the shaft is wrapped with cord
and it is equipped with a round metal guard to prevent its enter-
ing more than 108 millimetres into the bull at the very most. The
present model of pic is very hard on the bull and bulls which
really charge and insist under punishment can rarely accept more
than four pics without losing most of their force. This is espe-
cially true since the picadors, handicapped by the peto, often
place their pics well behind the morillo, the place they are sup-
posed to pic, and where the hump of muscle can support the
punishment and, pic-ing directly over the unprotected spine,
injure the bull severely and destroy most of his force. A wound
by the present pic too low down at the side so that it goes
between the ribs is also liable to reach the lungs or at least the
pleura. Part of this bad pic-ing is intentional at the orders of the
matador who wishes the bull to be deprived of all force but much
of it is not since the picador is so handicapped by the peto or
protective mattress that he must strike the bull well out as he
comes in, at a distance where the aim cannot be sure; instead of
being able to pic carefully he pics where and how he can. The
reason for this is that if the picador waits for the bull to get close
enough so he can place the pic properly the bull, if he is of any
size, will strike the solid wall of the mattress and topple man and
horse over with a crash before the pic can take hold. There is
nothing for the bull to hook and lift and to have his head and
neck muscles pushed on by the pic while lifting. For this reason
picadors, when a bull, disillusioned by the mattress, has refused
to charge it heavily more than once, have made a custom of turn-
ing the horse as they push the bull away so that the bull may gore



the horse in his unprotected hind quarters and tire his neck with
that lifting. Since these wounds are almost never fatal and very
little apparent, unless you look for them; you will see the same
horse brought back again and again; the wound being sewed up
and washed off between bulls, where, in the days before the peto,
the bull would have been allowed to reach the horse, to gore and
lift him, in order to tire the bull’s neck muscles, but the horse
would have been killed. Now with the peto few horses are killed
in the ring but nearly all are wounded in the hind quarters or
between the legs in the manner described. The frank admission
of the necessity for killing horses to have a bullfight has been
replaced by a hypocritical semblance of protection which causes
the horses much more suffering but, once implanted, will be
maintained as long as possible because it saves the horse-contrac-
tor money, enabling the promoters to save money and allowing
the authorities to feel that they have civilized the bullfight. Tech-
nically, not morally, the point to remember is that the slowing of
the bull without depriving him of his force or his wish to attack,
which is accomplished by his charge arriving at its destination,
lifting with his neck, pushing with all four feet, resisting the pic
pressing on his hump of neck muscle, overthrowing, and killing
puts him into the next two stages of the fight in a desirable con-
dition for the consummation of the bullfight which cannot be
produced by the picador simply punishing him severely in a way
to injure him and make him lose strength, blood, and all desire to
attack. This is what happens to the bull when he is pic-ed in the
shoulder blades, centre of the spine, or in the ribs and instead of
arriving at the next two stages ready to make a bullfight, once he
has suffered the damage the present pic can inflict, there is no
bull left to fight.

Picador: man who pics bulls from on horseback under the orders of
the matador. Is paid from one hundred to two hundred and fifty
pesetas a fight, has his right leg and foot armored under chamois-
skin breeches, wears short jacket and a shirt and tie like any other
bullfighter, and a wide low-crowned hat with a pompom on the
side. Picadors are seldom gored by the bull since the matadors
must protect them with their capes when they fall toward the
bull. If they fall away from the bull they are protected by the
horse. Picadors suffer broken arms, jaws, legs, and ribs fre-
quently, and fractured skulls occasionally. Few are killed in the
ring in proportion to matadors, but many suffer permanently



from concussion of the brain. Of all ill-paid professions in civil
life I believe it is the roughest and the most constantly exposed to
danger of death, which, fortunately, is nearly always removed by
the matador’s cape.

Picar arriba: to place the pic well up on the morillo of the bull.
Picar atrás: to pic too far back behind the morillo.
Picar corta: to pic holding well down on the wood of the shaft close

to the steel point. Exposes the man more since he may fall for-
ward between horse and bull, but makes his shot at the bull much
more secure.

Picar delante: to pic too far forward on the neck.
Piernas: legs—Tiene muchas piernas of either bull or man means very

strong in the legs.
Pinchazo: puncture, a pinchazo is an estocade that has only gone in a

very little way. Pinchar en el duro—is to go in a little way and hit
bone. A pinchazo in which the matador goes in well, puts the
sword in the proper place but hits bone is not to his discredit
since the point of the sword striking or not striking a rib, or part
of a vertebra is altogether a matter of luck. If the man has gone in
straight, directed the sword properly he should be applauded
even though the sword hits bone and refuses to go in. On the
other hand cowardly matadors will give a series of pinchazos
never attempting to follow the sword in and drive it to the hilt,
avoiding all chance of coming close to the horn in the hope of
bleeding the bull with these punctures and then trying to do away
with him by a descabello. The merit or lack of merit of a pin-
chazo should be judged by the way the man goes in and his evi-
dent intention.

Pisar: to tread; pisar terreno del toro—to work so close to the bull
that you are in his terrain.

Pisotear: to trample on—bull stepping on man on the ground while
trying to gore him.

Pitillo: a cigarette.
Pitón: points of a bull’s horns; or, sometimes, the entire horn. Passes

de pitón á pitón are the chopping strokes with the muleta from
one horn to the other to tire the bull’s neck muscles. Pitónes are
the two horns.

Pitos: whistlings; expressions of disapproval. Sometimes when a
matador is fighting who is known to be cowardly or is in a bad
epoch in his career or unpopular in that particular town, specta-
tors go to the ring armed with police or dog whistles in order to



demonstrate more loudly. One of these armed whistlers immedi-
ately behind you can deafen you temporarily. There is nothing to
do about it but put your fingers in your ears. These whistles are
commonly used in Valencia where the deafening of any one is
regarded as a great joke.

Plaza: public place—Plaza de toros—bull ring.
Poder á poder: force to force; method of placing banderillas described

in text.
Pollo: chicken—also young man about town. Young bullfighter who

fancies himself as a man of the world.
Polvo: dust; raised in the ring by the wind and laid by sprinkling.

When the wind raises dust in a ring spectators will shout “Agua!
Agua!” until a sprinkling cart is brought in or the dust laid with
a hose.

Pomo: pummel of a sword.
Presidencia: authority in charge of the conduct of the bullfight.
Prueba: test, trial or proof; Prueba de caballos is the testing of the

horses by the picadors. Prueba is also the name of one of the bull-
fights given each year at Pamplona in which four local bulls were
formerly used, and the fight given at popular prices was supposed
to be a test of local breeds. It is now a fight in which six matadors
take part each killing one bull.

Punta de Capote: point of the cape; running the bull after the cape
which is held by one end so that it stretches out its full length;
proper way to run bulls when they first enter the ring.

Puntazo: slight horn wound, as a cornada is a big wound.
Puntilla: dagger used to kill bull or horse after he has been mortally

wounded. (See cachete.)
Puntillero: man who kills bull with the puntilla. (See cachetero.)
Puro: Havana cigar; puros are smoked by most people engaged in the

bullfight business who can afford them.
Puta: a whore, harlot, jade, broad, chippy, tart or prostitute; hijo de

puta: son of any of the above; common insult shouted at bull-
fighter equivalent to our son of a bitch. In Spanish they insult
most fully when speaking or wishing ill of the parents rather than
of the person directly.

Puya: another name for the pic—also refers to the triangular steel
point.

Puyazo: pic placed in the bull.



Q
Quedar: to remain or to stay in a place—Quedar sin toro—for a

bullfighter to be without any enemy due to the bull’s force and
spirit having been destroyed by a wound or series of wounds by a
picador.

Qué lástima!: what a shame. Expression uttered when you have
heard that a friend has been badly gored, or has contracted a
venereal disease, or has married a whore, or has had something
happen to his wife or children, or when a good bull comes out for
a poor bullfighter or a poor bull comes out for a good bullfighter.

Querencia: part of the ring that the bull prefers to be in; where he
feels at home.

Querer: to want—no quiere—in bullfighting means the matador
doesn’t want to try anything, content to get through with the
afternoon as easily as possible; of a bull it means he does not
want to charge the horse or the cloth.

Qué se vaya!: meaning that he should get the hell out of here and not
return. Shouted at bullfighters.

Quiebro: any inclination of the body, especially the waist, to one side
or the other to avoid the horn of the bull; any dodging or feinting
movement of the body done close to the bull to avoid being
caught.

Quiebro de muleta: inclining and swinging the muleta with the left
wrist low and to the right to guide the bull out and away from
the man as he puts the sword in; it is because of the left hand
guiding and getting rid of the bull while the right pushes in the
sword that bullfighters say you kill more with the left hand than
with the right.

Quinto: fifth—No hay quinto malo—the fifth one can’t be bad; old
belief that the fifth bull would always be good. Probably origi-
nated in the days when the bull breeders decided the order in
which their bulls should be fought; before they were drawn by
the matadors by lot as they are now, and so knowing the value of
the bulls would place the best in fifth position. To-day the fifth is
as liable to be bad as any other.

Quite: from quitar—to take away—is the taking away of the bull
from any one who has been placed in immediate danger by him.
It especially refers to the taking away of the bull from the horse
and man after he has charged the picadors, by the matadors



armed with capes and taking their turns in rotation; each one
taking the bull after a charge. The matador who is to kill the bull
makes the first quite and the others follow in order. From going
in close with the cape, bringing the bull out and away from fallen
horse and man and placing him in position before the next pica-
dor the quite has changed now so that a series of lances with the
cape after taking the bull out is obligatory on a matador each
time he makes a quite; they supposedly rivalling to see how close
and artistically they can pass the bull. Quites made to take the
bull away from a man he is goring or who is on the ground with
the bull over him are participated in by all the bullfighters and it
is at this time that you can judge their valor, knowledge of bulls
and degree of abnegation since a quite in these circumstances is
highly dangerous and very difficult to make as the men must get
so close to the bull in order to make him leave the object he is try-
ing to gore that their retreat, taking him out with the cape when
he charges, is very compromised.

R
Rabioso: raging—a matador is said to be rabioso when he has lashed

himself, mentally, into a rage of bravery as contrasted with the
cold, consistent valor of a truly brave man; a bullfighter who is
coldly brave will only be rabioso when he has been made furious
either by the taunts of the crowd or by the bull bumping and
tossing him.

Rabo: tail of bull.
Racha: a run of luck; mala racha: streak of bad luck; bullfighter

drawing a series of poor bulls; succession of bullfights turning
out badly.

Ración: a portion; as in the café you will order un ración of shrimps,
prawns, percebes or whatever it is. A ración of shellfish usually
consists of a hundred grams, a little under a quarter of a pound.
It is for this reason that you may get two huge prawns one time
and at another four smaller ones and still be charged the same
since they are served by weight.

Rebolera: decorative pass with the cape in which it is held by one
extremity and swung so that it describes a circle around the man.

Rebotado: to come out after killing bumped by the bull’s head; to be
bounced or jostled without falling.

Rebrincar: to make a sidewise jump; occasionally made by bulls
when the cape is first offered them.



Recargar: bull recharging under the punishment of being held off by
the pic.

Receloso: bull which is reluctant to charge, not through being worn
out by punishment, but through lack of combative temperament
and yet, if challenged repeatedly, will charge.

Recibir: to kill the bull from in front awaiting his charge with the
sword without moving the feet once the charge has started; with
the muleta low in the left hand and the sword in the right hand,
right forearm across the chest pointing toward the bull and as he
comes in and takes the muleta putting the sword in with the right
hand and swinging him out with the muleta in the left as in a pase
de pecho, not moving the feet until the sword has gone in. Most
difficult, dangerous and emotional way to kill bulls; rarely seen in
modern times. I have seen it executed completely three times in
almost three hundred bullfights.

Recoger: to regore; for the bull to toss something into the air from
the ground; or having tossed a man in the air to catch him again
on the other horn.

Recorte: any pass with the cape in which it is snatched away from the
bull or turned sharply from him; or quick movement by the man
which cuts the bull’s charge; turning the bull on himself sharply
with the consequent twist on his legs and spinal column.

Recursos: resources; a bullfighter with many recursos is one who has
tricks in reserve and knows how to cope with difficulties as they
may arise.

Redondel: synonym for the ring where the bull is fought.
Redondo: En redondo—are several passes in succession such as nat-

urals in which the man and the bull finally execute a complete cir-
cle; any pass which tends to make a circle.

Regalo: gift or keepsake given the matador who has dedicated a bull
to a spectator by the person who has received the dedication.
Used sarcastically to refer to a difficult bull.

Reglamento: government ordinance covering the giving of bullfights
in Spain. It was originally intended to publish a translation of the
present government regulation as an appendix to this book but
since the reglamento in force dates from the era of Primo de
Rivera it was decided to await the publication of a newer ruling
for inclusion in translation in subsequent editions of this book if
there should be such editions.

Regular: normal, ordinary or so-so when applied to a matador’s
work or the result of a corrida.



Rehiletes: darts; synonym for banderillas.
Rehilitero: banderillero.
Rejón: javelin used to kill bulls from on horseback.
Rejoneador: man who attempts to kill bulls from on horseback with

a rejón.
Relance: al relance—to place a pair of banderillas by surprise in a

bull which is still charging after the placing of a previous pair.
Reloj: clock; placed by law in all bull rings in order that the specta-

tors may keep track of the time employed by the matador in
killing.

Rematar: to finish; to make the last pass of any series of passes with
the cape; to perform some act that will provide an emotional or
artistic climax. In regard to the bull he is said to rematar en tablas
or finish on the planks when he chases a man over the fence and
then drives his horns against the wood.

Remojar: to wet the capes and muletas heavily for use on a windy
day.

Remos: fore and hind legs of either bull or horse.
Rendido: worn out; surrendered to the will of the man.
Renovador: reformer, renewer of the art, etc. Many of these are

announced in bullfighting, almost one each year, but the only real
one in modern bullfighting was Juan Belmonte.

Renunciar: to renounce or give up; a bullfighter renounces his alter-
nativa when he abandons his position as a full matador de toros
to accept any contracts he may obtain as a novillero.

Reparado de vista: bull with defective vision in one eye though not
completely blind. Defects of vision are often caused by a straw or
a thistle injuring the eye when the bull is feeding.

Res: wild animal; any head of cattle on fighting-bull-breeding ranch
with fighting blood.

Resabio: viciousness; toro de resabio: vicious bull.
Retirada: retirement; bullfighters sometimes retire when they are

short of contracts or very much in love with their wives and
return to fight again in a few years hoping in the first case that the
novelty of their re-appearance will bring contracts and in the sec-
ond simply returning because they need money or because the
intensity of their domestic relations has relaxed.

Revistas: magazines or revues; revistas de toros are bullfight periodi-
cals. Most of them at present are propaganda sheets in which
photographs and colored accounts of the performances of bull-
fighters who pay a certain sum to the editors appear. Bullfighters



who owe money for unpaid propaganda or others who have
refused to accept propositions made to them for propaganda usu-
ally in the form of paying for a cover featuring a photograph of
themselves or, cheaper, an inside picture, are attacked more or
less scurrilously in the cheaper sheets. Le Toril, published in
Toulouse, France, is an impartial bullfight revue sustained by
subscription and accepting no propaganda or advertising either
hidden in the text or open. Its sincerity and impartiality are hand-
icapped in writing good criticism by the small number of corridas
its editors can afford to see each year and by the fact that they do
not see the first and second subscription season in Madrid and so
see each fight as an individual action rather than as a part of a
bullfighter’s season or campaign. El Eco Taurino published in
Madrid contains the most complete and accurate accounts of
bullfights in Spain and Mexico. La Fiesta Brava of Barcelona,
while it is a propaganda weekly, has excellent photographs, and a
certain amount of news and fact. None of the others is serious,
although some, such as Toreros y Toros, are interesting papers.
El Clarín of Valencia is well gotten out with excellent pho-
tographs but is only a propaganda sheet. Torerias is always inter-
esting and is the most scurrilous of the blackmail sheets. In the
old days La Lidia, Sol y Sombra and for a short time Zig-Zag
were real bullfight revues in whose bound volumes you can read
the bullfight history of their epoch although none of them
appears ever to have been free of the financial influence, mani-
fested in one way or another, of certain matadors.

Revistero: bullfight critic or reviewer.
Revolcón: tossed by the bull without being wounded due to the horn

catching in the clothing, lifting between the legs, or under an
arm.

Revoltoso: bull which turns rapidly, excessively rapidly, to recharge
after the man has passed the bull with cape or muleta.

Rodillas: the knees.
Rodillazos: passes made with the bullfighter on one or both knees.

Vary in merit according to the terrain they are performed in and
whether the matador goes to his knees before or after the horn
has passed.

Rondeño: Escuela Rondeño: Ronda school or the Ronda style of
bullfighting, sober, limited in repertoire, simple, classic and tragic
as against the more varied, playful and gracious style of Sevilla.
Belmonte for example, although an innovator, was essentially of



the Rondeño School, although born and bred in Sevilla. Joselito
was an example of the so-called Sevillian School. As in most talk
of schools in art or literature the separating of people into
schools is artificial and arbitrary with the critic; in bullfighting
more than anywhere else the style is made up of the habits in
action, attitude toward the fight and physical capabilities. If a
bullfighter is very serious in temperament, sober rather than
cheerful in the ring and with a limited repertoire due to lack of
imagination, faulty apprenticeship or physical defects that pre-
vent him, for instance, from putting in banderillas, they class him
as belonging to the Rondeño school although he may not have
any allegiance or belief that the sober way of fighting is better
than the gay. He simply happens to be sober. On the other hand
many bullfighters who are far from gay or cheerful in the ring
simply because they are from Sevilla and trained there employ all
the Sevillian tricks, light-hearted airs and graces, smiling forcedly
and being very flowery and gracious when they have nothing but
cold fear in their hearts. The Sevillian and Rondeño schools of
bullfighting as real schools of thought and opposing views on the
subject did exist in the early days of professional bullfighting
when there was great rivalry between the great matadors of the
two towns and their disciples in their ways of fighting but now
Rondeño means sober and tragic in the Plaza with a limited
repertoire and Sevillano means light-hearted or imitation light-
hearted with flowery style and a lengthy repertoire.

Rozandole los alamares: when the bull’s horns graze the ornaments
on the bullfighter’s jacket.

Rubios: blonds in men; in bulls the place between the top of the
shoulder blades where the sword should enter. Rubias are
blondes in women.

S
Sacar: to bring out; Sacar el estoque: to pull out a sword in order that

the wound may bleed more freely and the bull go down; or sim-
ply to remove it because badly placed. Usually accomplished by a
banderillero running forward from behind the bull and tossing
the length of a cape across the sword so that the weight of the
cape pulled forward on the sword will bring it out. If the bull is
nearly dead the matador may pull the sword out himself by hand
or with a banderilla sometimes using the same sword to descabel-



lar with. Sacar el toro is to bring the bull out into the ring when
he has taken up a position close to the barrera.

Sacar el corcho: to pull out the cork from a bottle. A Sacacorchos is a
corkscrew. In bullfighting it is the anti-esthetic, twisting style of
working with the cape made by citing the bull too far on the bias
when taking him to make veronicas.

Salida en hombros: for a matador to be carried out in triumph on the
shoulders of members of the crowd. May mean much or little
depending on whether his representative has prepared it before-
hand by distribution of free tickets and instructions, or whether it
is spontaneous.

Salidas: exits; in bullfighting to da Salida is to send the bull away
from the man with the cloth at the finish of a pass. The salida in
each pass is the place at which the bull should leave the man’s ter-
ritory in cases where the bull passes the man. The respective exits
of both man and bull from the juncture they make in the putting
in of the banderillas and the killing are called their salidas.

Salir por piés: is to run at full speed at the conclusion of any manœu-
vre attempted with the bull in order to escape being caught.

Salsa torera: literally salsa means sauce, but salsa is the indefinable
quality which being lacking in a bullfighter makes his work dull
no matter how perfect.

Saltos: in the old days were jumps made over the bull either unaided
or vaulted with the aid of a pole. The only jumps made now are
those of the bullfighters who are forced to jump the barrera.

Sangre torera: bullfighting blood—as in coming from a family of pro-
fessional fighters.

Sano: healthy; bulls must be passed by a veterinary as in good health
before being fought. Weakness of the hooves caused by the after
effects of hoof-and-mouth disease called glosopeda is not easily
detected since it is often only in the fight that this weakness will
appear.

Santo: a saint; El santo de espaldas: is said of a bullfighter who has
had a bad day; the saint turned his back on him. Bullfighters take
their patrons from the local Virgen of their town, village or dis-
trict, but the Virgen de la Soledad is the patron of all bullfighters
and it is her portrait and image which are in the chapel of the bull
ring at Madrid.

Seco: dry, harsh; torero seco is one who works in a jerky, sharp rather
than suave manner. Valor seco: is natural unadorned courage;



golpe seco: is the sharp hard chop the bull sometimes gives with
his head to try to dislodge the pic. It is this sort of chop that given
by a bull to horse or man makes the worst horn wounds. Vino
Seco: is wine that is not sweet.

Sencillo: a bull that is frank in his charges, noble and easily deceived.
Sentido: understanding; bull which pays little attention to the cloth

but makes for the man, having in the course of the fight learned
more rapidly than the men have fought him through their defec-
tive actions with cape and banderillas. If a bullfighter runs and
works at a distance rather than skillfully deceiving the bull by
being so close the bull can only concentrate on the cloth, the ani-
mal, seeing the man apart from the lure, learns to distinguish
them apart very rapidly. Thus a bull is made difficult by the men,
through fear, working far away from him, and failing to get the
banderillas in promptly, while he is made easy and dominated by
the man working so close that the bull sees nothing but the cloth
and by putting in the banderillas promptly before the bull has
time to figure out how to catch the man.

Señorito: young gentleman; Señoritos: in bullfighting are bullfighters
who give themselves the airs of young men about town or some-
times sons of well-off parents who take up bullfighting.

Sesgo: bias; al sesgo: form of placing banderillas explained in the
text.

Sevillano: escuela sevillano: Sevillian school or style of bullfighting,
gay, varied and flowery as opposed to the sober, limited and clas-
sic Rondeño school. A Sevillano is a five-peseta piece minted in
the south, at one time containing the same amount of silver as the
ordinary coin of that denomination, but refused in the north in
trade because not legal tender for certain debts. Do not take any
five-peseta coins stamped with head of the late King as a small
boy and you will keep out of trouble. They will give you other
coins if you ask for them.

Silla: chair; banderillas were sometimes placed with the man seated
in a chair; waiting the charge seated; rising as the bull came close;
feinting to one side to draw the bull’s charge, swaying back to the
other to free himself; then placing the sticks and, after the bull
has passed, reseating himself in the chair.

Simulacro: simulation; bullfights given where the killing of the bull is
forbidden in Portugal and France in which the act of killing is
simulated by the placing of a rosette or banderilla by the matador



at the moment of going in with what would be the sword in a real
bullfight.

Sobaquillo: arm pit, frequent site of horn wounds when the man, in
going in to kill, has not lowered the bull’s head properly with the
muleta.

Sobreros: substitutes, bulls in reserve in case any of those to be
fought are refused in the ring by the public.

Sobresaliente: when two matadors fight six bulls between them a
novillero or aspirant matador makes the entry with them as
sobresaliente or substitute and is charged with killing the bulls in
case both matadors should be wounded and unable to continue.
A sobresaliente is usually paid only two or three hundred pesetas
and is expected to aid with his cape in the routine work of the
placing of the banderillos. He is usually allowed by the matadors
to make one or two quites toward the end of the fight.

Sol y sombra: sun and shade; seats in the bull ring which are in the
sun as the fight commences but will be in the shade as it pro-
gresses. Midway in price between the seats in the shade and those
in the sun, they afford a considerable saving to any one who must
watch expenditure closely.

Sorteo: making up the lots and drawing of the bulls before the fight
to determine which bulls shall be killed by which matadors. Also
the drawings of the Spanish lottery.

Sucrtes: all predetermined manœuvres in a bullfight; any move in a
bullfight which has rules for the manner of its execution. Suerte
in the singular also means luck.

Sustos: scares, frights, shocks.

T
Tablas: planks; the barrera which surrounds the ring in which the

bull is fought. Entablada is said of a bull that takes up a position
close to this plank fence and is reluctant to leave it.

Tabloncillo: highest row of open seats in bull ring below the covered
galleries.

Tacones: heels; tacones de goma are rubber heels; these are sold by
ambulatory venders who will come up to you while you are
seated in the café, cut the heel off your shoe with a sort of
instant-acting leather-cutting pincers they carry, in order to force
you to put on a rubber heel. The rubber heels they attach are of a
low, worthless grade. Their excuse when you protest against the



heel rape is that they understood you wanted heels. It is a racket.
If any rubber-heel attacker ever cuts a heel off of your shoe with-
out you having first definitely ordered a pair of rubber heels, kick
him in the belly or under the jaw and get the heels put on by some
one else. I believe the law will sustain you, but if they take you to
jail they will not fine you much more than the price of the rubber
heels. There is one sinister-faced Catalan high-pressured heel rip-
per whom you can identify at all the ferias by a scar on his right
cheek. I gave him that, but he is more of a dodger by now and
you might have difficulty landing on him. The best thing when
you see this particular heel-selling bastard (hijo de puta will do)
approaching is to take off your shoes and put them inside your
shirt. If he then attempts to attach rubber heels to your bare feet,
send for the American or British Consul.

Tal: such, similar, so, etc. But Qué tal? is all you have to know to be
able to ask, How are you? How was it? What’s new? How are
things going? What do you say, old timer? What do you think?
How is everything since I saw you last? And if you add to Qué tal
the words la familia you enquire about a man’s family, a neces-
sary politeness; la madre? his mother; su señora, his wife; el nego-
cio, his business (usually fatal); los toros, the bulls (usually muy
malo); el movimiento, the movement, anarchistic, revolutionary,
catholic or monarchial (usually going badly); or las cosas, which
includes all of these and much besides. Las cosas are usually
going not too badly, there usually existing this personal optimism
through pride no matter how detailed and generic the pessimism.

Taleguilla: bullfighter’s breeches.
Tanteo: to calculate; lances de tanteo are the first passes made by the

matador with the cape without the man getting close to the bull
in order to see how he charges before taking a chance and passing
him really close.

Tapar: to veil; Tapando la cara con la muleta: (veiling the face with
the muleta) is to go in to kill and by covering the bull’s whole face
with the cloth, blind him and then lean over the head to kill; a
way of cheating in killing used often by tall matadors whose
height enables them to trick in this way with ease (instead of low-
ering the muleta, making the bull follow it and swinging him
away from the man).

Taparse: to cover; is when the bull by lifting his head covers the place
where the sword or banderillas should go in; or when he lifts his
head so that he covers the place between the neck vertebræ where



the matador should descabellar. A bull with quick reflexes who is
on the defensive will sometimes raise his head in this way each
time he feels the steel of the sword, making it impossible for the
matador to get it in.

Tapas: or covers, so called since they were originally placed across
the top of the glass instead of being served on small saucers as
now, are the appetizers of smoked salmon, tuna and sweet red-
peppers, sardines, anchovies, smoked Sierra ham, sausage, sea
foods, toasted almonds, olives stuffed with anchovies which are
served free with Manzanilla wine or vermouth, in cafés, bars, or
bodegas.

Tarascadas: sudden rushes or attacks by the bull.
Tarde: afternoon, also late; muy tarde: very late.
Tardo: slow; toro tardo, a bull that is slow to charge.
Taurino: anything to do with the bullfight.
Tauromachia: art of fighting bulls on foot and on horseback. Most

famous of many books of rules for old-time bullfighting are the
Tauromachias of José Delgado (Pepé Hillo)—Francisco Mon-
tés—and more recently Rafael Guerra—(Guerrita). The Pepé
Hillo book and that of Guerrita were written for them. Montés is
said to have written his own. Certainly it is the clearest and sim-
plest.

Tela: cloth or stuff; Más tela in a bullfight account means the bull
was given another dose of flopping capes; tela is used always in a
deprecatory sense; largando tela: means spreading the cape too
wide; stretching out cloth to keep the man as far from the bull as
possible; spreading the awning.

Temoroso: cowardly bull which shakes his head and retreats from an
object, sometimes giving a sudden jump and turning away, or
backing away slowly while tossing his head instead of charging.

Templador: small four-sided wooden enclosure erected in centre of
some bull rings in South America with entrance at each corner as
place of refuge to afford additional protection to their local bull-
fighters.

Templar: to move cape or muleta slowly, suavely, and calmly, thus
prolonging the moment of the pass and the danger and giving a
rhythm to the action of the man and bull and cape, or man, bull
and muleta.

Temple: the quality of slowness, suavity and rhythm in a bullfighter’s
work.

Temporada: a bullfight season; in Spain from Easter until the first of



November. In Mexico from the first of November until the end of
February.

Tendido: rows of open seats in a bull ring which rise from the barrera
to the covered gallery or grada. These rows of seats are divided
into as many as ten different sections, each with its own entrance,
and numbered Tendido 1, Tendido 2, etc.

Tercio: third; the bullfight is divided into three parts, the tercio de
varas, that of the pic, tercio de banderillas and tercio del muerte
or third of death. In the division of the terrain of the ring itself for
fighting purposes, the tercios is the second third of the ring if its
diameter is divided into three parts. The tercios extending from
between the third of terrain called tablas which is nearest the bar-
rera and the centre third called the medios.

Terreno: terrain; in the broadest technical sense the terrain of the bull
is called that ground between the point where he is standing and
the centre of the ring; that of the bullfighter is the ground
between where he is standing and the barrera. It is assumed that
the bull at the conclusion of a pass will make for the centre of the
ring where he has most space and freedom. This is not always
true since a tired bull or a cowardly bull will usually make for the
barrera. In such cases the terrains may be reversed, the man tak-
ing as his terrain the outside and leaving the bull the inside. The
idea is to leave the bull his natural exit clear at the end of any
meeting between man and bull or any series of passes. The terrain
is also the third of ground chosen by the bullfighter for the exe-
cution of any manœuvre or series of passes whether the centre of
the ring, the middle third or the third next to the planks. A bull-
fighter’s terrain is also said to be the amount of ground he needs
to execute successfully a pass or series of passes in. In killing in
the ordinary natural way with the bull in his terrain and the bull-
fighter in his, the bull will have his right flank toward the barrera
and his left flank toward the centre of the ring so that as the
matador goes in to kill the bull, after the man has passed, will go
toward the centre and the man toward the fence. In the case of
bulls who have shown that their natural exit is toward the fence
rather than toward the centre of the ring the matador will reverse
this natural position when going in to kill and will take the bull
with the terrenos cambiado or the terrains changed, placing him
so that his left flank is toward the barrera and his right toward
the centre of the ring. In this position the man will go toward the
centre after he has passed and the bull’s exit will be left free



toward the fence. The most certain way for a bullfighter to be
caught is not to understand the terrains or directions of natural
exits or the particular directions of exit observed in the individual
bulls so that he finds himself in the bull’s way at the end of a
suerte instead of sending the bull on his preferred way. A queren-
cia or special place the bull has taken a fondness to is always his
natural exit at the end of a pass.

Tiempo—estocadas á un tiempo: are those in which the bull charges
at the same instant as the man goes in to kill. To be well placed
they need much coolness in the matador.

Tienta: the testing of calves for bravery on a bull-breeding ranch.
Tijerillas: scissors; pass with the cape made with the arms crossed;

rarely seen although there is a tendency to revive its use at present.
Tirones: passes with the muleta, the lower end flopped close under

the bull’s muzzle and then withdrawn, the muleta swinging to
one side, to draw the bull after it from one place in the ring to
another.

Tomar: to take; a bull is said to take the muleta well when he charges
the cloth avidly; a man is said to take the bull de corto when he
provokes the charge from close to the animal and de largo when
he provokes it from a distance.

Tonterias: nonsense; ornamental foolishness done with the bull such
as hanging hats on his horns, etc.

Toreador: Frenchification of the word torero. Not used in Spanish
except to refer slightingly to a French bullfighter.

Torear: to fight bulls in an enclosed place either on foot or on horse-
back.

Toreo: the art of fighting bulls. Toreo de salon: practicing cape and
muleta work for form and style without any bull being present;
necessary part of a matador’s training.

Torerazo: great bullfighter.
Torerito: a small bullfighter.
Torero: professional bullfighter. Matadors, banderilleros, picadors

are all toreros. Torera means having to do with bullfighting.
Torete: little bull.
Toril: enclosure from which bulls come into the ring to be fought.
Toro: fighting bull. Todo es toro: It’s all bull; sarcasm applied to ban-

derillero who has placed the sticks in some ridiculous place on
the animal. Los toros dan y los toros quitan: the bulls give and
the bulls take away; they give you money and they can take away
your life.



Toro de paja: bull of straw; inoffensive bull; simple to the point of
being without danger. Toro de lidia: fighting bull. Toro bravo:
brave bull. Toro de bandera: supergrade of bravery in bull.
Torazo: enormous bull; Torito: little bull. Toro de fuego: life-size
papier-mâché bull mounted on wheels and loaded with fireworks,
pulled through the streets at night in celebrating fiestas in the
North of Spain; also called in Basque—Zezenzuzko. Toro de
Aguardiente: bull with a rope attached to his horns held by a
number of people and let run in a village street for the amuse-
ment of the populace.

Traje de luces: bullfighting suit.
Trampas: tricks, frauds; ways of simulating danger without experi-

encing it.
Trapio: general condition in a fighting bull. Buen trapio: uniting all

the desired qualities of type, condition and size in bulls of fighting
strain.

Trapo: the rag; the muleta.
Trasera: estocade placed too far back.
Trastear: to work with the muleta.
Trastos: the tools, in bullfighting the sword and muleta.
Trinchera: trench; de trinchera: pass with the muleta given with the

man safely out of reach of the bull; going into the refuge of the
neck beside the horn as the bull turns.

Trucos: tricks.
Tuerto: one-eyed; bulls blind in one eye are fought in the novilladas.

Tuertos or one-eyed people are considered very bad luck. One-
eyed bulls are not exceptionally difficult to fight, but are almost
impossible to do any brilliant work with.

Tumbos: falls or spills; the falls taken by picadors.
Turno: in turn; in regular order of seniority as in the action of mata-

dors; everything is done in turn in bullfighting so that the bull-
fight may be run off rapidly and without disputes.

U
Último: the last; último tercio: the last third of the bullfight in which

the bull is killed with sword and muleta.
Uretritis: gonorrhœa; common ailment in the peninsula. Referring to

this there is a Spanish proverb: Más cornadas dan las mujeres: the
women gore more often than the bulls.

Urinario: comfort station.
Utrero: three-year-old bull. Utrera is cow of the same age. Many



bulls now sold to be fought in Spanish rings are little more than
utreros. Bulls in which the crosses of different strains made in
breeding have not turned out well are often very brave as calves
and utreros, but steadily lose bravery after they are mature at
four years. This is especially true of bulls raised in the province of
Salamanca. Consequently their breeders try to pass as many
utreros as they can as bulls; fattening them on grain to make the
required weight. It is these bulls sold to be fought before they are
mature which eliminate all emotion and seriousness from the
bullfight and by depriving it of its fundamental necessity, the bull,
do more than any other agency to discredit it.

V
Vaca: cow.
Vacuna: having to do with cattle.
Valiente: courageous, brave.
Valla: wall or wooden fence or barrera.
Valor: courage, bravery, coolness. First quality a bullfighter must

have.
Vaquero: caretaker or herder of fighting bulls on the ranch; cowboy,

cowpuncher.
Vaquilla: small cow.
Vara: shaft; pic used in bullfighting.
Varetazo: blow by the flat of the bull’s

horn; any horn stroke which does
not wound. May be a serious bruise
with internal hemmorhage or merely a scratch.

Ver llegar: to watch them come; the ability to watch the bull come as
he charges with no thought except to calmly see what he is doing
and make the moves necessary to the manœuvre you have in
mind. To calmly watch the bull come is the most necessary and
primarily difficult thing in bullfighting.

Vergüenza: shame or honor; a sin vergüenza is a bullfighter without
honor or shame—Qué vergüenza! means what a shame or what a
disgrace.

Veronica: pass with the cape so called because the cape was originally
grasped in the two hands in the manner in which Saint Veronica
is shown in religious paintings to have held the napkin with
which she wiped the face of Christ. It has nothing to do with the
man wiping the face of the bull as one writer on Spain has sug-
gested. In making the veronica the matador stands either facing



or profiled toward the bull with left leg slightly advanced and
offers the cape which he holds with both hands having grasped
the lower front corners of the cape where the corks are attached
and raised them, bunching up the material so that he has a good
hand hold with each hand, the fingers pointing down, the thumb
up. As the bull charges the man awaits him until his horns lower
to hook the cape at which instant the man moves the cape ahead
of the bull’s charge with a suave movement of the arms, his arms
held low, passing the bull’s head and his body past the man’s
waist. He passes the bull out with the cape pivoting slightly on
his toes or the balls of his feet as he does so and at the end of the
pass, as the bull turns, the man is in position to repeat the pass
his right leg slightly advanced this time, drawing cape ahead of
the bull so that he passes by in the other direction. The veronica
is tricked by the man making a sidestep as the bull charges to take
him further away from the horns, by the man putting his feet
together once the horn has passed and by the man leaning or
stepping toward the bull once the horn has passed to make it
look as though he had passed the horn close. A matador who is
not faking the veronica will sometimes pass the bull so close that
the horns will pick off the gold rosettes that ornament his jacket.
Matadors, too, will sometimes cite the bull with both feet
together and make a series of veronicas in this way with the feet
as still as though the man were nailed to the  . This can only be
done with a bull that turns and recharges of his own accord and
in a perfectly straight line. The feet must be slightly apart in mak-
ing a bull pass and repass if the bull needs to be made to follow
the swing of the cape at the end of the pass in order to turn. In
any case the merit in the veronica is not determined by whether
the feet are together or apart, but by whether they remain immo-
bile from the moment of the charge until the bull has been passed
and the closeness with which the man passes the horn by his
body. The slower, suaver and lower the man swings the cape with
his arms the better the veronica.

Viaje: voyage; the direction followed by the bull’s charge or by the
man as he goes in to place banderillas or to kill.

Viento or aire: wind, the worst enemy of the bullfighter.
Vientre: belly; frequent site of horn wounds when the man is gored

going in to kill through not being able to shrug his belly over the
horn as he must in a really good estocade. Wounds here, and in
the chest, are the most often fatal in bullfighting, not alone



through the wound, but through the traumatic shock of the force
of the blow received from head and horn. The most usual place
for a horn wound is in the thigh, since it is there that the point,
lowered as the bull charges, will first catch when it is raised to
gore.

Vino: wine; Vino corriente is vin ordinaire or table wine; vino del
pais is the local wine, always good to ask for; vino Rioja is wine
of the Rioja region in the north of Spain; both red and white
wines. The best are those of the Bodegas Bilbainos, Marqués de
Murrieta, Marqués de Riscal. Rioja Clarete, or Rioja Alta are the
lightest and pleasantest of the red wines. Diamante is a good
white wine with fish. Valdepenas is fuller bodied than Rioja, but
is excellent in both white and rosée. The Spanish vintners pro-
duce Chablis and Burgundies that I cannot recommend. The
Clarete Valdepenas is a very good wine. The table wines around
Valencia are very good, those of Tarragona are better, but do not
travel well. Galicia has good local table wine. In Asturias they
drink cider. The local wines of Navarra are very good. For any
one who comes to Spain thinking only in terms of Sherry and
Malaga the splendid, light, dry, red wines will be a revelation.
The vin ordinaire in Spain is consistently superior to that of
France since it is never tricked or adulterated, and is only about a
third as expensive. I believe it to be the best in Europe by far.
They have no Grands Vins to compare with those of France.

Vista: clear perception; de mucha vista: having a great perception and
knowledge of bullfighting.

Vividores: livers off of; chiselers; those parasites of bullfighting who
make their living out of it without contributing anything to it.
The Spanish chiseler will make a living where his Armenian or
Greek brother would barely exist and where the good American
chiseler would starve the Spanish chiseler will gain enough to
retire.

Volapié: flying while running; method of killing bulls invented by
Joaquín Rodriguez (Costillares) at the time of the American Dec-
laration of Independence from England to deal with those bulls
which, because they were too worn out, could not be depended
on to charge in order that they might be killed recibiendo, that is,
by the man awaiting the charge and taking the bull on his sword.
In the volapié the man places the bull with his four feet squared;
profiles at a short distance, the muleta held low in his left hand;
sights along the sword which makes a prolongation of his fore-



arm held across his chest, and goes in on the bull, his left shoul-
der forward, putting in the sword with his right hand between
the bull’s shoulders; gives the bull his exit with the muleta in the
left hand and sucking in his belly to avoid the right horn, exits
from the encounter along the bull’s flank. Except that present-day
matadors rarely go in close, at the moment of putting in the
sword, and almost never arm themselves with the sword on a
level with their chests, but instead sight along it anywhere from
the level of their chins to above their noses the volapié as
described above and invented by Costillares is still the method of
killing bulls used in modern times.

Volcar: to overturn or tumble; volcando sobre el morillo: is said of a
matador who has gone in to kill so hard and sincerely that he has
almost literally fallen forward onto the bull’s shoulders after the
sword.

Voluntad: desire or good will; a matador is said to have shown buena
voluntad when he has tried his best and if the result has been bad
it has been because of the defectiveness of the bull or else the
man’s incapacity rather than lack of intention.

Vuelta al ruedo: tour of the ring made by the matador at the insis-
tence of the spectators to receive applause. He goes accompanied
by his banderilleros who pick up and pocket cigars and pick up
and throw back hats or other articles of clothing thrown down
into the ring.

Z
Zapatillas: heel-less pumps worn by bullfighters in the ring.



SOME REACTIONS OF A FEW INDIVIDUALS
TO THE INTEGRAL SPANISH BULLFIGHT

Ages given are those at which they first saw fights

P. H.—4 years old; American; male. Taken by his nurse to a
Spanish bullfight at Bordeaux without his parents’ knowledge or per-
mission he called out on first seeing the bull charge the picadors, “Il
faut pas faire tomber le horsy!” A short time later he called out,
“Assis! Assis! Je ne peux pas voir le taureau!” Asked by his parents
his impression of the bullfight he said, “J’aime ça!” Taken to a Span-
ish bullfight at Bayonne three months later he seemed very interested,
but did not comment during the fight. After it he said, “Quand j’étais
jeune la course de taureaux n’était pas comme ça.”

J. H—9 years old; American; male; education, French Lycée; one
year kindergarten in U. S. Ridden horses two years—allowed to go to
bullfights with his father as reward for work in school and because
his younger brother having without parents’ intention seen one with
no bad results, he felt it unjust that the smaller child should have seen
spectacle he was not to have been allowed to attend until twelve
years old. Followed action with great interest and without comment.
When cushions commenced to be thrown at cowardly matador whis-
pered, “Can I throw mine, Papa?” Thought blood on horse’s right
front leg was paint and asked if horses were so painted so bull would
charge them. Was greatly impressed by bulls, but thought work
matadors did looked easy. Admired vulgar bravery of Saturio Torón.
Said Torón was his favorite. The others were all frightened. Held firm
belief that no bullfighter no matter what he did was doing his best.
Took dislike for Villalta. Said “I hate Villalta!” first time he had ever
employed this word in regard to a human being. Asked why;
answered, “I hate the way he looks and the way he acts.” Declared
he did not believe there were any fighters as good as his friend Sydney
and that he did not want to see any more fights unless Sydney was
going to fight. Said he did not like to see the horses injured, but
laughed at the time and afterwards at only funny incident in regard



to horses. On discovering matadors were killed decided he would
rather be a guide in Wyoming or a trapper. Maybe a guide in the
summer and a trapper in the winter.

X. Y.—27 years old; American; male; college education; ridden
horses on farm as boy. Took flask of brandy to his first bullfight—
took several drinks at ring—when bull charged picador and hit horse
X. Y. gave sudden screeching intake of breath—took drink of
brandy—repeated this on each encounter between bull and horse.
Seemed to be in search of strong sensations. Doubted genuineness of
my enthusiasm for bullfights. Declared it was a pose. He felt no
enthusiasm and declared no one else could. Still convinced fondness
for bullfights in others is a pose. Does not care for sport of any sort.
Does not care for games of chance. Amusements and occupation
drinking, night life and gossip. Writes. Travels about.

Capt. D. S.—26 years old; soldier; British; of Irish and English
extraction; education, Public Schools and Sandhurst; went out to
Mons in 1914 as infantry officer; wounded August 27th, 1914;
1914–1918, brilliant record as infantry officer. Rides to hounds and
in regimental point to points. Recreations, hunting, skiing, moun-
taineering—is widely read and has intelligent appreciation of modern
writing and painting. Does not care for gaming or betting. Suffered
sincerely and deeply at what happened to horses at first bullfight—
said it was most hateful thing he had ever seen. Continued to attend
them, he said, in order to understand mentality of people who would
tolerate such a thing. At the end of his sixth fight understood them so
well that he became embroiled in a dispute through defending the
conduct of a matador, John Anllo, Nacional II, during the fight when
a spectator insulted him. Went in the ring in the amateur fights in the
mornings. Wrote two articles on bullfighting, one of them an apology
for it, in the regimental gazette.

Mrs. A. B.—28 years old; American; not a horsewoman; finish-
ing-school education; studied to sing in opera; does not care for
games, or gaming. Does not wager. Attended bullfights—was moder-
ately horrified. Did not like them. Did not go again.

Mrs. E. R.—30 years old; American; school and college education;
ridden horses and owned pony as child; musician; favorite author
Henry James; favorite sport, tennis; never seen either boxing or bull-
fighting until after her marriage. Enjoyed good prizefights. Did not
want her to see horses in bullfight, but believed she would enjoy rest of



corrida. Had her look away when bull charged horse. Told her when
not to look. Did not want to shock or horrify her. Found she was not
shocked nor horrified by horses and enjoyed it as a part of bullfight
which she enjoyed greatly first time and became great admirer and
partizan of. Developed almost unerring judgment for telling a mata-
dor’s class, sincerity and possibilities as soon as she saw him work
once. Was very much moved at one time by a certain matador. Mata-
dor was certainly much moved by her. Was fortunate enough to be
away from the fights during this matador’s moral débâcle.

Mrs. S. T.—30 years old; English; private school and convent
education; ridden horses; alcoholic nymphomaniac. Done some
painting. Spent money much too fast to be able to gamble with it—
gambled occasionally with borrowed money. Loved drinking more
than excitement—rather shocked by horses, but so excited by bull-
fighters and general strong emotion that she became a partizan of the
spectacle. Drunk herself out of any remembrance of it shortly after.

W. G.—27 years old; American; male; college education; excel-
lent baseball player; very good sportsman, keen intelligence and good
esthetic appreciation; only experience with horses on farm; recently
recovered from manic depression which followed nervous break-
down; shocked and horrified by horses. Unable to see anything else in
fight. Put everything on moral basis. Suffered sincerely and truly at
pain being inflicted. Took violent dislike to picadors. Felt they were
to blame personally. After he was away from Spain, horror died out
and he remembered parts of fight he liked, but he truly and sincerely
disliked bullfighting.

R. S.—28 years old; American; male; successful writer without
private means; college education; enjoyed bullfights greatly; fond of
music of fashionable composers, but not a musician; little esthetic
appreciation other than music; no horseman; was not at all distressed
by horses; went into amateur fights in the morning and was a great
crowd pleaser; came to Pamplona two years. Seemed very fond of the
fights, but has not followed them since his marriage although he
often says he would like to. May possibly go to them again some
time. Seemed genuinely fond of them, but has no time now for non-
social or non-money-making manifestations. Is genuinely fond of
golf. Does very little gambling, but makes a few bets on questions of
veracity, opinion, college loyalty, etc.

P. M.—28 years old; American; convent and college graduate;



not a musician; no musical ability or appreciation; intelligent appre-
ciation of painting and letters; rode horses and owned pony as child.
Saw first fight in Madrid in which three men were gored. Did not like
it, and left before end. Saw fairly good fight second time and liked it.
Completely unaffected by the horses. Came to understand fights and
enjoyed them more than any other spectacle. Has attended them
steadily. Does not care for boxing or football—enjoys bicycle-racing.
Likes shooting, fishing. Does not like to gamble.

V. R.—25 years old; American; convent and college education;
good horsewoman; liked fights tremendously from start; completely
unaffected by horses; has attended fights whenever possible ever
since seeing her first one. Enjoys boxing very much—enjoys horse-
racing—does not care for bicycle-racing—likes to gamble.

A. U.—32 years old; American; college education; poet; great
sensitivity; all-around athlete; keen esthetic appreciation of music,
painting, letters; rode horses in the army; not a horseman. Does not
care for gambling—deeply affected by seeing bulls charge horses in
first fight, but this did not prevent his enjoyment of bullfight. Appre-
ciated matadors’ work intensely and was ready to row with specta-
tors who were hooting them. Has not been where he could see
bullfights since that fall.

S. A.—Internationally famous novelist writing in Yiddish. Had
luck to see excellent bullfight his first time in Madrid—declared there
was no emotion comparable in intensity except first sexual inter-
course.

Mrs. M. W.—40 years old; American; education, private schools;
not good at sports; has ridden horses; keen esthetic appreciation of
music, painting, writing; generous, intelligent, loyal, attractive; very
good mother. Did not look at horses—kept her eyes away—enjoyed
rest of bullfight, but would not care to see many. Very fond of having
a good time and very intelligent about knowing what it consists in.

W. A.—29 years old; American; male; successful journalist; col-
lege education; no horseman; very civilized appreciation of food and
drink; well read and wide experience; was disappointed in first fight,
but not at all shocked by horses; in fact enjoyed horse part, but
tended to be bored by the rest of fight; became rather interested in
fights finally and brought wife to Spain, but she disliked them and the
next year W. A. no longer followed them. Had bad luck nearly



always to see bad fights—was close follower of boxing for a time, but
no longer goes to fights. Does little gambling—loves food, drink and
good conversation. Extremely intelligent.

In these few reactions of individuals I have tried to be completely
accurate as to their first and ultimate impressions of the bullfight.
The only conclusion I draw from these reactions is that some people
will like the fights and others will not. Because I had never seen her
before I could not chronicle the history of an Englishwoman who
looked to be about thirty-five I saw once at San Sebastian who was
attending the bullfight with her husband and was so overcome by the
horses being charged by the bulls that she cried as though they were
her own horses or her own children who were being gored. She left
the ring crying but urging her husband to stay. She had not meant to
make a demonstration, it had only been too horrible for her to stand.
She looked a very fine and pleasant woman and I felt very sorry for
her. Nor have I described the reactions of a Spanish girl who attended
a fight at La Coruña with either her young husband or fiancé and
who cried very much and suffered all through the corrida but
remained in her seat. These are, speaking absolutely truthfully, the
only women I have seen cry at over three hundred bullfights. It is to
be understood, of course, that at these fights I could only observe my
very immediate neighbors.



A SHORT ESTIMATE OF THE AMERICAN,
SIDNEY FRANKLIN, AS A MATADOR

Most Spaniards do not go to bull fights, only a small proportion do,
and of those who attend, the competent aficionados are limited in
number. Yet many times I have heard people say that they asked a
Spaniard, an actual Spaniard, mind you, what sort of bullfighter Sid-
ney Franklin was, and the Spaniard said he was very brave but very
awkward and did not know what it was all about. If you asked that
Spaniard if he had seen Franklin fight he would say no; what has
happened is that he has told the way, from national pride, the
Spaniards hoped he would fight. He does not fight that way at all.

Franklin is brave with a cold, serene, and intelligent valor but
instead of being awkward and ignorant he is one of the most skillful,
graceful, and slow manipulators of a cape fighting to-day. His reper-
toire with the cape is enormous but he does not attempt by a varied
repertoire to escape from the performance of the veronica as the base
of his cape work and his veronicas are classical, very emotional, and
beautifully timed and executed. You will find no Spaniard who ever
saw him fight who will deny his artistry and excellence with the cape.

He does not place banderillas, never having studied or practiced
this properly, and this is a serious omission since, with his physique,
judgment of distance, and coolness, he could have been a very good
banderillero.

Franklin manages the muleta well with his right hand but uses his
left hand far too little. He kills easily and well. He does not give the
importance to killing that it merits, since it is easy for him and
because he ignores the danger. Profiling with more style his kills
would gain greatly in emotion.

He is a better, more scientific, more intelligent, and more finished
matador than all but about six of the full matadors in Spain to-day
and the bullfighters know it and have the utmost respect for him.

It is too late for him to become a good banderillero, but he
understands his other faults and is constantly correcting them. With



the cape he has no improvement to make; he is a professor, a Doctor
of Tauromachia, and not only a classic artist but an inventor and
innovator as well.

He was formed and taught by Rodolfo Gaona, the Mexican, the
only matador who ever competed on equal terms with Joselito and
Belmonte and who himself was formed and taught by a banderillero
of the great Frascuelo, who gave him the most complete training in
the classic fundamentals of bullfighting which are ignored by most
young matadors who have much courage, a little grace and youth,
and posture and hope for the best; and it was the art and soundness
of Franklin’s fighting which he learned in the best school possible
which so amazed and enthused the Spaniards.

He had great and legitimate artistic triumphs in Sevilla, Madrid,
and San Sebastian before the elite of the aficionados as well as tri-
umphs in Cadiz, Ceuta, and other towns in the provinces. He filled
the Madrid ring so there was not a ticket to be had three times run-
ning, the first time as an American and a novelty every one was curi-
ous to see after his great success in Sevilla, but the next two on his
merits as a bullfighter. That was in 1929 and that year he could have
taken the alternative as a formal matador de toros at any one of half
a dozen cities, and I would then have written of him in the body of
this book with the other matadors de toros, but he wisely wanted
another year as a novillero, he was fighting as often as he wished and
getting more as a novillero than many matadors de toros, and
another year as a novillero would give him that much more time to
perfect his work with the muleta and his experience and knowledge
of the Spanish bulls, which are quite different from the Mexican. He
ran into bad luck on his second fight early in March of 1930, when
he was gored by a bull he had turned his back to after having put the
sword in and received a tremendous wound that perforated the rec-
tum, sphincter muscle and large intestine, and when he was able to
start filling his contracts his wound was still open and he fought
through the season in bad physical shape. During the winter of
1930–31 he fought in Mexico and alternating with Marcial Lalanda
in Nuevo Laredo he received an unimportant horn wound in the calf
of the leg which would have caused him no inconvenience (he fought
the following Sunday), except that the surgeon who attended him
insisted on administering anti-tetanus and anti-gangrene vaccine.
These injections coming too soon after the usual injections of the
same serums he had received when he was wounded in Madrid
caused a breaking out in a sort of boil on his left arm which swelled



and made the arm nearly useless and spoiled his 1931 season in
Spain. Then too he came to Spain from Mexico with plenty of money
from his winter campaign and more desire to enjoy life than to start
in fighting at once. He had made the Madrid ring pay him the very
top price when he was in such demand the year before and as soon as
he decided that he was ready to fight the management took their
revenge by the typically Spanish method of putting him off on one
pretext or another until they had all their dates contracted for.

He has the ability in languages, the cold courage and the ability
to command of the typical soldier of fortune, he is a charming com-
panion, one of the best story tellers I have ever heard, has enormous
and omnivorous curiosity about everything but gets his information
through the eye and ear and reads only The Saturday Evening Post,
which he goes through from cover to cover each week, usually finish-
ing it in about three days and then having four bad days of waiting
for the next number. He is a very hard master to those who work for
him, yet commands amazing loyalty. He speaks Spanish not only per-
fectly but with the accent of whatever place he may be; he does all his
own business and is very proud of his business judgment, which is
terrible. He believes in himself as confidently as an opera singer does
but he is not conceited.

I have purposely written nothing about his life, since having led it
at great peril and in an utterly fantastic manner he would seem to be
entitled to whatever profits the story of it might bring. At one time
and another I have heard the whole story from the beginning through
the fall of 1931 and I have been present while certain chapters of it
were happening and it is better than any picaresque novel you ever
read. Any man’s life, told truly, is a novel, but the bullfighter’s life has
an order in the tragedy of its progression which tends to formalize
the story into a groove. Sidney’s life has escaped this and he has truly
lived three lives, one Mexican, one Spanish, and one American, in a
way that is unbelievable. The story of those lives belongs to him and
I will not tell it to you. But I can tell you truly, all question of race
and nationality aside, that with the cape he is a great and fine artist
and no history of bullfighting that is ever written can be complete
unless it gives him the space he is entitled to.



DATES ON WHICH BULLFIGHTS WILL
ORDINARILY BE HELD 

IN SPAIN, FRANCE, MEXICO, 
AND CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA

Prospective spectators are warned not to take seriously any bullfights held
in France, Central or South America except, possibly, at Lima, Peru

January

Bullfights every Sunday in Mexico City, Lima, Peru, and Caracas,
Venezuela.

On January 1st there is always a fight at San Luis de Potosi in
Mexico.

In the states of Tampico, Vera Cruz, Torreon, Puebla, Leon,
Zacatecas, Ciudad Juarez, and Monterey occasional fights will be
given on Sundays.

In Casablanca in Spanish Morocco one or more bullfights are
given on Sundays in January.

Valencia, Maracay, and Maracaibo in Venezuela give occasional
fights on Sundays.

Cartagena de Indias in Colombia also usually has fights in January.

February

Bullfights every Sunday in Mexico City, Lima, and Caracas, and
occasionally a benefit fight announced for a week day in Mexico
City.

Formal fights or novilladas on Sundays in San Luis de Potosi, Ciu-
dad Juarez, Puebla, Torreon, Monterey, Aguas Calientes, Tampico,
Leon, Zacatecas in Mexico, and fights in Bogota, Baranquilla, and
Panama in Central America.

Novilladas start in Madrid and Barcelona if the weather is favor-
able on Sundays and usually in Valencia.

March

Bullfights every Sunday in Mexico City and Caracas (Venezuela).
Occasionally fights will be given in Malaga, Barcelona, and Valencia



in March and there is always a fight at Castellon de la Plana for the
fiestas of the Magdalena, which you may look up in any religious cal-
endar.

Novilladas are usually given, weather permitting, every Sunday
in Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Zaragoza, and on one or two Sun-
days in Bilbao.

April

Bullfights on Easter Sunday at Madrid, Barcelona, Sevilla,
Zaragoza, Malaga, Murcia, Granada.

On the Monday after Easter the first subscription fight starts in
Madrid.

The feria at Sevilla starts within a week after Easter and has three
fights on successive days.

25th, feria at Lorca.
29th, feria at Jerez de la Frontera.
Bullfights each Sunday after Easter in Madrid, Barcelona, Valen-

cia, and novilladas on Sundays in Zaragoza, Bilbao, and usually at
the minor rings of Vista Alegre and Tetuan de las Victorias in Madrid.
If you go to either one be careful not to have your pocket picked.

May

If Easter is early and Corpus Christi comes in May there will be
bullfights on that day in Madrid, Sevilla, Granada, Malaga, Toledo,
and Bilbao, possibly also at Zaragoza.

Fixed Dates for Fights
May 2—Bilbao, Lucena.
May 3—Bilbao, Figueras, Santa Cruz de Tenerife.
May 4—Puertollano, Jerez de los Caballeros.
Between May 8 and 10—Ecija and Caravaca.
Between May 13 and 15—Osuna and Badajoz.
May 15—Madrid.
May 16—Madrid and Talavera de la Reina.
May 17—Madrid. These three fights are for the feria of

San Isidro, patron of Madrid. There is no longer much of a
feria but the fights remain.

May 18–19–20—Ronda, Olivenza, Baeza.
May 21–22—Zaragoza.
May 25–26—Cordoba



May 30—Aranjuez and Cáceres (novillada in Madrid).
May 31—Cáceres, Teruel, and Antequera.

On the last Sunday in May there is usually a bullfight in the
Roman arena in Béziers, France.

In May the season of the summer novilladas starts in Mexico.

June

Bullfights every Thursday and Sunday in Madrid and every Sun-
day in Barcelona.

June 2–4—Trujillo.
June 9—Placencia.
June 9–11—Big fair at Algeciras—usually three fights.
June 13–17—Feria at Granada—usually three fights.
June 22—Avila.
June 24—Tolosa, Medina del Rio Seco, Cabra, Barcelona, Zafra,

Badojoz—Feria at Badajoz with two fights.
June 25—Tolosa, Badajoz.
June 27–29—Feria at Segovia—usually two fights.
June 29—Alicante.
June 29–30—Feria at Burgos—usually two fights.

July

First Sunday in July—Fights at Palma de Mallorca.
July 6 to 12—Feria of San Fermin at Pamplona, with five fights

on successive days, starting July 7. Amateur fights each morning at 7
o’clock. Bulls run through the street the mornings of all bullfights.
Better be at the ring by six a.m. to buy seats in the boxes. Other seats
are free and filled. Tickets may usually be bought the night before
between 6 and 7 at the booths on the square.

July 14—Bullfights at Bordeaux and Bayonne.
Between the 15th and 18th, fights at La Linea, near Gibraltar.
July 23—Alcira. Usually a good fight.
July 25—Big fight at San Sebastian and Santander. First fight of

feria at Valencia, where there will be seven to nine fights on succes-
sive days until and through August 2.

The first Sunday of July there is a fight at Nîmes, France.
All through July there will be novilladas on every Thursday or

Sunday, on which formal fights are not given, in Madrid or Barcelona.
The big ferias, not to be missed, are Pamplona and Valencia.



August

On August 2 there is a feria at Vitoria, with three fights on suc-
cessive days, and another at La Coruña, also with three fights. Vito-
ria is easily reached by motor in three hours from the French frontier
at Hendaye. In case of a Sunday coming opportunely these fights will
sometimes start as late as the 4th or 5th.

Between August 2 and 5 there are fights at Santander, San Sebas-
tian, Cartagena, and Tomellosa.

Between the 8th and 10th there is a feria at Pontevedra in Galicia,
usually with only one fight.

August 10—Manzanares.
August 15, 16, and 17 is the Grande Semaine at San Sebastian,

with three successive fights on those days. In case of Sunday coming
earlier or later the fights may be on the 14th, 15th, and 16th, pro-
moters always trying to bring one of the series of fights in a feria on a
Sunday.

On August 15 and 16 there are also ferias at Gijon, Badajoz, and
Almendralejo, with two fights each and single fights on those days at
Puerto de Santa Maria (15th), Palma de Mallorca (15th), Jaén,
Tafalla, and Jatiba (15th). Tafalla can be reached from Biarritz in 41⁄2
hours by car.

August 16—Orihuela, Burgode, Osma, and Jumilla.
August 17 to 20—Ciudad Real, Sanlucar, Toledo, Malaga, Ante-

quera, and, sometimes, Guadalajara.
August 21—The summer fair at Bilbao starts with usually five

successive fights. During this week there are fights on Sunday at San
Sebastian, Oviedo, Almagro—two fights, Astorga, two fights (24th
and 25th), Almeria, two fights, usually the 26th and 27th, Tarazona
de la Mancha (24th), Alcala de Henares (25th).

August 28—Tarazona de Aragon and Toro. San Sebastian if it is
a Sunday.

August 28 to August 30—Malaga, Puerto de Santa María,
Linares, Colmenar Viejo (sometimes two fights).

August 29—Malaga (second fight of feria).
August 30—Linares (second fight of feria).
August 31—Calahorra, Pequena, Constantina.
All of August there will be novilladas in Madrid and Barcelona

and usually Zaragoza and Valencia every Sunday and usually every
Thursday. The big fairs from a bullfighting standpoint in August are
those of Bilbao and San Sebastian. If you want to see country go to
Colmenar Viejo, Astorga or Toro.



September

The great feria month.
2nd and 3rd—Palencia—usually good fights—intelligent public.

Nice Castillian town with good beer and excellent quail shooting.
3rd and 4th—Merida, Villarobledo, and Priego. Usually two

fights at Merida, one at each of the others.
The first Sunday of September there is a fight at San Sebastian,

and if Sunday comes after the 4th, at Aranjuez.
5th and 6th—Feria at Cuenca, with usually two fights and a

novillada. Wonderful town, terrible road there. Same dates, feria at
Castellar, with two fights. Between 4th and 6th either fights or novil-
ladas at Segovia, Huelva, Requena, Jerez de los Caballeros.

Feria starts at Murcia either 7th or 8th. Usually two fights.
7th or 8th—Utrera, Palma de Mallorca, Cabra, Bélmez, Tortosa,

Ayamonte, Cáceres, Barbastro, Santoña, Benavente, and occasionally
Valdepeñas and Lorca.

September 9—A two-fight feria starts at Calatayud, and on the
10th Albacete commences a feria with three successive fights,
although sometimes as many as five are given. Either of these is
good.

9th, also, San Martin de Valdeiglesias, on the road from Madrid
to the Sierra de Gredos, Villanueva del Arzobispo, Barcarrota, and
Andújar.

10th or 11th—Usually two-fight feria starts at Zamora, and on
the 11th there will usually be fights at Haro, Utiel, and Cehegin.

September 12—The feria starts at Salamanca, with three fights on
successive days.

There are also fights at San Sebastian the second Sunday in Sep-
tember, this usually a cheap fight though sometimes good, and at
Utiel, Mellila, and Barcelona.

The third Sunday in September the fall subscription season usu-
ally starts in Madrid, with fights each Sunday until the middle of
October.

September 14 or 15—There will usually be fights or novilladas at
Jerez de la Frontera, Aranda de Duero, Castuera, and Aracena.

On the 15th or 16th there will usually be fights at San Clemente,
Mora, Trujillo, and Tomelloso.

On either the 18th, 19th, or 20th, depending on where the Sun-
day comes in the month, three days of successive fights start for the
feria of Valladolid. The town is easy to reach by rail or road. These
are often good fights and the public is intelligent. On one of these



three days fights are usually given for the ferias of Oviedo, Olivenza,
and Zalamea la Real.

On the 21st of September a three-day bullfight feria starts at
Logroño. This is the easiest of the September ferias to reach from the
French frontier via Hendaye and Irun. The fights are usually of a high
standard.

On the 21st, 22nd, or 23rd there will ordinarily be one fight at
Talavera de la Reina, Fregenal de la Sierra, Soria, and Requena.

On the third Sunday in September, if the weather has been good
in the north and visitors plenty, there will sometimes be a fight at San
Sebastian. There will nearly always be a fight at Tarrogona,
Zaragoza, Barcelona, Malaga, Bilbao, and Cordoba. These were usu-
ally formerly held on the Feast of the Blessed Virgin.

Between September 25 and 28 there will usually be one fight at
Quintanar de la Orden, Torrijos, Hellín, and Béjar.

On September 28 is the first fight of the two-fight feria of San
Miguel in Sevilla. These two fights are usually much better than the
spring feria corridas.

Fights may be given on the last three days of September in Car-
avaca, Ubeda, Jaen, Almendralejo, and Belmonte.

The most important ferias in September are those of Salamanca,
Calatayud, Albacete, Valladolid, Logroño, and Sevilla. All of these
are worth going to.

October

On the first, second, and usually third Sundays in October there
will be fights at Madrid and Barcelona, and usually Valencia.

October 1 and 2—Ubeda, feria.
October 3—Soria, feria.
Between October 2 and 4—Zafra, feria.
Usually there will be a fight during the first week in October at

Aranjuez.
On either the 12th or 13th of October commences the feria of

Pilar in Zaragoza, consisting of four to five fights. This is the last
important feria of the season.

Between the 15th and 20th there will be a feria at Guadalajara,
with one fight, and on the 18th and 19th another at Jaén, with two.
On either the 18th or 19th there will sometimes be fights at Gandia
and Játiva.

The last Sunday in October there will be fights at Barcelona and



Valencia if the weather has been good, and occasionally a fight on the
last day of October at Gerona.

The great feria of the month is that of Pilar at Zaragoza.
Toward the middle of October the formal bullfight season starts

in Mexico City and throughout the country.

November

In case of good weather bullfights may be given the first week of
November in Barcelona or Valencia. They will be given each Sunday
in Mexico City and in various Mexican cities, bullfighters contracted
for Mexico usually leaving immediately after the feria of Pilar at
Zaragoza.

The last fight in Spain is usually at Ondara, in the province of Ali-
cante, between the 16th and 20th of November.

December

The second big month of the Mexican season, with fights every
Sunday in Mexico City and frequently in various other Mexican
cities.

In Lima (Peru), Caracas (Venezuela), and Bogotá (Colombia) the
bullfight season commences around the middle of December, usually
with Spanish matadors in addition to whatever local phenomenons
are in fashion. In Venezuela there are occasional fights in Valencia
and Maracaibo, as well as more or less serious occasional bullfights
in Panama and Guatemala. To see bullfights in November or Decem-
ber, Mexico City is the place.



BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

For a list of 2077 books and pamphlets in Spanish dealing
with or touching on tauromaquia, to the authors of all of
which the writer of this book wishes to acknowledge his deep
indebtedness and to apologize for his intrusion, the reader
who wishes to make a study of the history of the Spanish
bullfight is referred to Libros y Folletos de Toros, Bibliografia
Taurina, Compuesta Con Vista de la Biblioteca Taurómaca
de Don José Luis de Ybarra y Lopez de Calle por Graciano
Diaz Arquer and published in Madrid at the Library of Pedro
Vindel.

The present volume, Death in the Afternoon, is not
intended to be either historical or exhaustive. It is intended as
an introduction to the modern Spanish bullfight and attempts
to explain that spectacle both emotionally and practically. It
was written because there was no book which did this in
Spanish or in English. The writer asks the indulgence of com-
petent aficionados for his technical explanations. When a vol-
ume of controversy may be written on the execution of a
single suerte one man’s arbitrary explanation is certain to be
unacceptable to many.

E. H.
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